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ABSTRACT 

This paper uses several approaches to assess the impact of the Security and 

Exchange Commission's (SEC) scrutiny of firms' purchase accounting and in-process 

research and development (IPR&D) write-offs during 1997 and 1998. Using hand 

collected data, I examine the characteristics of firms choosing to overstate IPR&D and 

the market's reaction to the restatement announcements. I discuss the motivations for 

overstating IPR&D and find evidence consistent with firms using IPR&D write-offs to 

improve future earnings. I use a partial observability probit model and determine that 

IPR&D overstatements are related to the market's expectations for the firm's future 

performance and the materiality of the intangible premium. Finally, using methods to 

control for the contemporaneous correlation among the restatement announcements, I 

find that the market reaction to most IPR&D restating events is weak. Few firms 

reported large negative price reactions to IPR&D restatement events; thus, investors 

were, for the most part, not misled by the IPR&D overstatments as claimed by the SEC. 
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION 

The 1990's saw significant growth of high technology firms and a flurry of merger 

and acquisition activities as companies sought to purchase the technological expertise of 

other companies. For example, Network Associates and its predecessor companies,^ grew 

substantially in the late 1990's through M&A activity, utilizing both the purchase and 

pooling accounting methods to record these transactions. Of the S82.7 million and $284.6 

million purchase acquisition costs recorded for 1997 and the first three quarters of 1998 

(hereafter 1998), Network Associates identified $74.1 (89%) million and S219.2 (77%) 

million as incomplete technology and expensed these costs as purchased in-process 

research and development (IPR&D) in the respective acquisition periods. The IPR&D 

write-offs caused net losses of $28.4 million and $193.1 million during the 1997 and 1998 

periods; however, the company's future earnings saved on amortization costs that would 

have resulted had the company identified the IPR&D costs as either goodwill or other 

intangible assets. 

During the fall of 1998, the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) expressed 

its concern over the increased frequency and magnitude of the incidences of IPR&D write-

offs like those reported by Network Associates. Excessive IPR&D write-offs allowed 

acquiring companies to report higher earnings, eamings-per-share, return on assets, and 

return on equity than if the companies capitalized the IPR&D amounts and amortized 

them over subsequent periods. The SEC believed the IPR&D charges reported by many 

' McAffee Associates, Inc. changed its name to Network Associates, Inc. after its acquisition of Network 
General Corporation which was affected on December 1, 1997. 
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companies were unreasonable and misleading to investors. Thus, the regulatory agency 

began to challenge significant BPR&D charges, and, by January 1999, it notified 150 

companies intending to report significant earnings charges, including IPR&D write-offs, 

that the Staff might select their annual reports for closer review (MacDonald 1999^). 

In its January 6, 1999 press release announcing preliminary four quarter results, 

Network Associates revealed that it received a comment letter from the SEC questioning 

the firm's IPR&D write-off. The company further stated that its auditors and independent 

appraisers provided the IPR&D valuations and that it acted "in accordance with 

established industry practice at the time." Network Associates did warn investors that, 

depending on the outcome of the SEC's review, it might need to revise the concurrently 

announced preliminary earnings. On April 6, 1999, the company issued another press 

release revealing the finalized fourth quarter results. This time, the company reported net 

income for 1998 of S36.5 million after SEC required it to capitalize $169.4 million of its 

previously recognized $193.1 million in IPR&D write-offs. Similarly, the company's 

1997 IPR&D write-offs decreased from $74.1 million to $28.7 million. However, 

amortization expenses increased $7.8 million and $17.5 million for 1997 and 1998 

respectively. Although the IPR&D restatements had no immediate cash flow 

consequences. Network Associates' stock price fell from $29.44 on April 5'*' to $16.00 on 

April l'^. The first shareholder lawsuit for securities violations was filed on April 1^, and 

the company eventually paid $30 million in 2001 to settle the claims. 

^ For example, see Turner 1998'' and 1998*^ and Remarks by Chairman Arthur Levitt to the NYU Center for 
Law and Business on September 28, 1998. 
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Between October 1998 and My 1999 (hereafter Restatement Period), at least a 

hundred other companies who made piirchase acquisitions between January 1997 and 

September 1998 (hereafter Acquisition Period) restated their quarterly or annual reports 

(hereafter restating firms). Some companies made these restatements voluntarily while 

others responded to the SEC comments and consultations. During the Acquisition Period, 

at least 278 other firms also recorded IPR&D which they never restated (hereafter non-

restating firms). 

The IPR&D restatements provide an opportunity to examine in detail the use and 

misuse of a potential earnings management technique by firms operating within similar 

industries. Although several prior and concurrent studies examine IPR&D and the 

restatement events, no study to my knowledge finds strong evidence of the earnings 

management motivations to overstate IPR&D. After outlining the motivations for firms 

to overstate IPR&D, I compare the future performance of the restating firms to the non-

restating firms. Using post acquisition perfonnance measures that both include and 

exclude the accounting effects of IPR&D, I find evidence that suggests a relationship 

between the overstated IPR&D write-offs and weaker future performance. 

Secondly, I examine whether any characteristics identified the restating firms ex 

ante. I hypothesize that large firms making material acquisitions and management 

expectations of future performance below expectations are more likely to overstate 

IPR&D. I use a two-stage partial observability probit model to simultaneously model 

the characteristics of overstating firms (unobservable) as well as the characteristics of the 

restating firms (observable). The results confirm my hypothesis that acquisition 
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materiality and future performance expectations are associated with IPR&D 

overstatements. Additionally, I find that larger firms in the high-technology industries 

are more likely to restate their initial JPR&D write-offs. 

Finally, to assess whether the overstatements of IPR&D affected the transparency 

of the acquisition transactions and mislead investors, as claimed by the SEC, I examine 

the market reaction around the restatement announcements. Existing financial markets 

research indicates that the market is not fooled by earnings changes driven by pure 

accounting treatments. However, prior research examining the IPR&D restatements finds 

negative price reactions to IPR&D restatement announcements, indicating that changes in 

the classification of the intangible premium appear to affect the market's perception of 

firm value and that the market did not detect these overstatements beforehand. My study 

differs from the prior research as I control for the contemporaneous correlation in the 

sample and incorporate multiple information dates into the model. I find the market 

reaction to IPR&D restatement announcements is almost indiscemible. A few firms 

experienced significant negative reactions to an IPR&D restatement, but for most firms, 

the net price effect of the restatement announcement is closc to zero. 

This paper extends several prior and concurrent studies examining IPR&D. Deng 

and Lev (1998) identify the increasing use of IPR&D write-offs since the early 1980's 

and provide evidence that investors value IPR&D as an asset. The authors study 

acquisitions only through 1996, two years before the SEC's period of IPR&D scrutiny. 

Dowdell and Press (2001) also examine the IPR&D restatements and report weak 

evidence that firms facing higher future earnings expectations overstate IPR&D. The 
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authors also report negative price reactions to the restatement announcements. Clem, 

Cowan and Jeffrey (2004) examine how various regulatory actions conceming the 

accounting treatment of IPR&D affect the stock prices of firms in high-technology 

industries. These authors do not specifically identify which firms in their sample use 

IPR&D write-offs but find that technology intensive industries react negatively towards 

proposed regulatory actions limiting IPR&D write-offs. 

Much of the prior research on earnings management attempts to document the 

existence of earnings management and characteristics of firms engaging in earnings 

management but does not provide information on the specific techniques used by firms. 

Healy and Whalen (1999) observe the absence of current research on the specific means 

firms use to manage earnings and comment that this type of research is more bcneficial to 

standard setters and regulators who must consider the finer points of financial reporting 

when promulgating and enforcing accounting standards. My study contributes to the 

earnings management literature by providing an in-depth examination of the causes and 

consequences of a specific eamings management tool, IPR&D. IPR&D allocations 

represent companies' attempts to place fair market values on partially completed research 

and development projects. A study of the relationship between IPR&D and market 

values as well as an examination of the incidents and investor reaction to the IPR&D 

overstatements provides information which may have implications for the treatment of 

other intemally generated intangible assets. 

This paper is organized as follows. The next section provides a review of the 

authoritative literature, summarizes existing research on IPR&D, and details the 
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motivations, costs, and benefits of overstating IPR&D. Chapter 3 summarizes the SEC's 

initiative against firms improperly recognizing IPR&D. Chapter 4 describes the sample 

selection details and discusses the two samples used in this study. Chapter 5 examines 

the examines the earnings management motivation for IPR&D while Chapter 6 evaluates 

investors' perceptions of IPR&D. Chapter 7 identifies the characteristics of the restating 

firms. Chapter 8 examines the market reaction to the restatement events while the final 

chapter provides a summary of the findings and a conclusion. 
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CHAPTER 2 - OVERVIEW OF IPR&D ACCOUNTING 

This chapter provides an overview of the authoritative literature regulating 

IPR&D accounting including recent regulatory actions which propose a changes to the 

accounting treatment of IPR&D. Secondly, this section provides a summary of existing 

research on IPR&D and explains how this study extends the current literature. Finally, 

this section outlines the motivations, costs, and benefits of a firm's decision to overstate 

IPR&D. 

2.1 Authoritative Literature 

The authoritative sources for identifying acquired IPR&D in a purchase 

acquisition are SFAS 141, Business Combinations,^ SFAS 2, Accounting for Research 

and Development Costs, and FASB Interpretation 4 (FIN 4), Applicability of FASB 

Statement No. 2 to Business Combinations Accounted for by the Purchase Method. The 

Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) issued the latter two sources in the 1970's 

when intangible assets did not comprise a high proportion of total assets for many firms. 

SFAS 141 provides guidance for the allocation of the purchase price to the identifiable 

tangible and intangible assets based on their fair value. FIN 4 distinguishes between 

assets "resulting from" research and development (R&D) activities and assets "to be 

used" in future R&D. Only expenses related to future R&D projects are expensed 

immediately and only if those assets have no other alternative future uses. If the 

^ During the period studied in this paper, the authoritative source for business combinations was APB 16. 
SFAS 141 supercedes APB 16 but does not make changes to the valuation or accounting of IPR&D. 
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acquiring company could sell the R&D as purchased, then the current sales value carmot 

be claimed as IPR&D and written off. 

When determining the fair market value of the IPR&D, the acquiring company 

must find the present value of the anticipated future cash flow streams of the completed 

project. This process requires many subjective inputs as the firm must consider such 

aspects of the R&D project as the state of completion at the acquisition date, the 

complexity of the work already completed versus the anticipated di fficulty of the work 

remaining, technological uncertainties, costs already incurred to date, and projected costs 

to complete the project. 

After the SEC began to publicly scrutinize IPR&D write-offs beginning in late 

1998,^ FASB placed purchased research on its agenda several times. In February 1999, 

FASB members unanimously voted to end the immediate write-off of IPR&D and 

proposed a standard the capitalization and subsequent amortization of IPR&D beginning 

in 2000 (MacDonald 1999^). However, in July 1999, the rulemaking body reversed this 

decision and stated the need to further study the issue. Later, FASB included IPR&D as 

a part of its second business combination project which began in 2001. In December 

2003, FASB elected to amend SFAS 142, Goodwill and Other Intangible Assets to direct 

firms to treat acquired IPR&D like other indefinite-lived intangible assets (FASB 2003). 

This means that firms must capitalize IPR&D amounts and subject these amounts to 

annual impairment tests, similar to the treatment of goodwill, until the specific projects 

" See Chapter 3 below for a discussion of the SEC's IPR&D initiative. 
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are completed or abandoned. Once completed, the company makes an assessment of the 

project's useful life and amortizes the IPR&D accordingly (FASB 2003). 

2.2 Prior Research on IPR&D 

The SEC and media often cite the first paper that exclusively studies IPR&D, 

Deng and Lev (1998), for its identification of the proliferation of the use of IPR&D. The 

authors examine IPR&D write-offs resulting from 375 acquisitions between 1985 and 

1996, before my sample period, to assess investors' perceptions of the relevance and 

reliability of the R&D fair values as well as the appropriateness of the write-offs. The 

authors find that investors not only place positive value on purchased IPR&D but also 

distinguish this intangible asset from goodwill. I replicatc the Deng and Lev (1998) tests 

and, after making several adjustments to improve the statistical properties of the model, 

find that their results generally hold for the firms in my sample. 

Dowdell & Press (2001) use a similar but smaller sample of IPR&D restating and 

non-restating firms to examine whether the big-bath theory or smoothing theory describes 

the IPR&D write-offs. The authors construct proxy variables for the two theories which 

rely upon a comparison between a firm's current year IPR&D-adjusted operating 

earnings and the prior year's operating income.^ The authors do report weak evidence 

that IPR&D write-offs are related to higher future earnings expectations. Finally, using a 

simple abnormal returns measure, the authors document a negative price reaction to a 

^ A level comparison of a firm's income in the year of a purchase acquisition to a year pre-acquisition is not 
properly descriptive as the acquisition-year earnings are affected by the timing of the acquisition. For 
example, if a firm completes an acquisition in the second month of the fiscal year, it will have at least ten 
months of the target's operations included in current year's earnings. A firm that completes an acquisition 
in the eleventh raontli would only include one month of the target's earnings. 
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restatement announcement and rely upon Deng and Lev's (1998) finding of an investor 

differentiation between IPR&D and goodwill to explain the negative price reaction. 

In a second study of their sample of IPR&D restatements, Dowdell & Press 

(2004) examine the effects of SEC's influence upon IPR&D reporting. The authors find 

that restating firms reduced reported IPR&D on average by 62% and the median firm 

increased reported net income by 32%. The authors also examine the impact of the 

SEC's scrutiny upon the future use of IPR&D and report that firms' IPR&D intensity 

(ratio of recorded IPR&D to assets acquired) declined considerably from 63% between 

1996 and September 30, 1998 to 18% between October 1998 and 2001. 

A concurrent study by Clem, Cowan, and Jeffrey (2004) examines the market 

reaction to potential IPR&D regulation by the SEC and FASB. Unlike my study, the 

authors do not specifically identify the firms within these industries that actually recorded 

IPR&D during their sample period; instead, they examine the effects of the regulatory 

scrutiny upon all firms in R&D intensive industries. Using a similar multiple-event date 

stock return model, the authors examine the price effect of eight event-dates between 

August 1998 and July 1999 and find negative price reactions to reports of increased SEC 

attention or potential changes to IPR&D accounting rules. The authors also examine the 

relationship between certain firm characteristics and the event price reactions and find 

that that the market reactions arc most often related to firm size and industry 

membership. 
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This paper extends the prior research in several ways. First, I use more detailed 

search procedures to identify a larger sample of restating and non-restating firms.^ 

Secondly, after discovering that Compustat does not report historical information for 

restating firms consistently, I hand collect all pre- and post-information for my restating 

sample. Additionally, I use improved statistical tests to examine the valuation of 

IPR&D, to measure the stock price reactions to the restatement events, and to determine 

the characteristics that distinguish the restating firms from the non-restating firms. 

Finally, this study provides a stronger link between earnings management incentives and 

IPR&D overstatements than the studies discussed above. 

2.3 Motivations to Overstate IPR&D 

After determining the purchase price for an acquisition, management allocates 

this purchase price to the acquired assets and liabilities using their appraised fair market 

values. While management makes the most objective and verifiable allocations to the 

target's tangible assets and liabilities, management uses many subjective inputs and 

estimates to value intangible assets and IPR&D. The remainder of the unallocated 

purchase price is assigned to goodwill. Thus, after making allocations to the tangible 

assets and habilities, management is left with the acquisition's intangible premium. 

Although FIN 4 has specific requirements for the allocation of the purchase price to the 

intangible premium, management could use the subjectivity involved in these estimates to 

^ Dowdell and Press (2001) limit their comparisons between the restating and non-restating firms to the 
three digit SIC code 737. 
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expense more of the intangible premium than is acceptable where "acceptable" is defined 

n 

as the allocation that conforms to intent of the accountmg standards. 

The most direct effect of an overstatement of IPR&D is increased future reported 

operating earnings and return on assets (ROA) because subsequent periods' amortization 

Q 
expenses and total assets are less than if the intangible assets are properly capitalized. 

However, increased earnings and ROA are strictly accounting effects which, in an 

efficient market, even a naive investor should easily discern. Why would management 

misreport IPR&D if there is little direct impact on current cash flows? The motivation 

for misreporting must follow the belief that investors will not properly see through the 

accounting effccts when valuing future periods" earnings. Sometimes, this belief is so 

strong that management is willing to incur significant real costs to avoid future 

accounting charges (Lys and Vincent 1987). 

In their experimental study of pricing assessments of buy-side equity analysts, 

Hopkins, Houston, and Peters (2000) also find evidence which supports management's 

notion that investors perceive valuation differences among the different accounting 

treatments of acquisition premiums. Althougli this study includes the interpretations of 

pooling-scenarios which arc beyond the scope of this paper, of the purchase scenarios 

examined, the authors find that the analysts provide higher stock prices to acquisition 

^ Ideally, management should perform due diligence to identify an acceptable purchase price based upon 
the fair market values of the tangible assets, intangible assets, and IPR&D purchased with an additional 
premium made for goodwill based upon the expected efficiencies for the target firm. I assume that an 
overstatement of IPR&D does not mean that the acquirer overestimated the target's "acceptable" purchase 
price but is caused by a misallocation of the acceptable purchase price to goodwill, intangible assets, and 
IPR&D. 

® I assume that an overstatement of IPR&D is intentional. However, if the overstatement is the result of 
management error or conservative accounting, the financial statement effects are the same. 
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premium-expensing firms than to otherwise similar premium-capitalizing firms. The 

authors also hypothesize that the salience of the income statement information is affected 

not only by the accounting for the acquisition premium but also by the time passage since 

the acquisition.^ Thus, if management believes that investors will adjust future reported 

income more beneficially for IPR&D write-offs than for goodwill amortization, then 

there is strong motivation to misreport IPR«feD allocations, especially in the presence of 

contractual relationships or expectations of fiiture stock transactions. 

Finally, management may believe investors have a higher preference for 

purchased research over goodwill. .A. 1 though an overstatement of IPR&D has no direct 

impact on a firm's current cash flows, investors may attribute higher value to a firm if the 

intangible premium is defined as IPR&D rather than goodwill. Due to the nature of the 

calculation of IPR&D, the IPR&D expenses are explicitly linked, although subjectively, 

to a firm's anticipated cash flows from the completed projects while the link between 

goodwill and future cash flows is not as clearly identifiable. Further, the nearness of the 

IPR&D expected cash inflows (usually within three years) compared to the goodwill 

realizations (20-40 years) influences the present valuation of the anticipated cash flows. 

Thus, investors may rationally view the direct link between future cash flows and IPR&D 

' My study does not specifically address the salience issue but focuses on the original accounting for the 
acquisition premium. However, management's treatment of the acquisition premium may be influenced by 
its belief that investors will not remember today's accounting choices when reviewing future accoimting 
reports which bear the effects the current treatments of acquisition premiums. Thus, the salience issue 
could have implications on motivating managers to overstate IPR&D to improve the appearance of future 

accounting results. 
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as less risky and more valuable in present dollars than goodwill with its abstract nature 

and uncertain periods of cash realizations. 

2.4 Costs of Overstating IPR&D 

If management believes that an overstatement of IPR&D is beneficial to the 

firm's valuation and investors are unable to untangle the effects, why not overstate 

IPR&D? If the potential costs of an IPR&D overstatement cannot exceed the benefits 

gained then management will elect to correctly report IPR&D. In addition to any direct 

stock price consequences to a detected IPR&D overstatement, the decision to overstate 

IPR&D brings with it costs of earnings management, a higher probability of detection by 

the SEC, and potential contracting costs. 

Since the fair market valuation of IPR&D is the present value of anticipated 

future cash flows related to specific R&D projects, an overstatement of IPR&D may 

cause investors to have unrealistically high expectations of the future profitability of the 

completed projects. Thus, any changes to IPR&D valuations could also affect the 

investors' probability assessments for the firm's future cash flows and economic growth. 

These changes to investor expectations, in addition to any increased skepticism of 

management perfonnance resulting from the restatement event itself, allow for direct and 

decreasing price effects of restatements in the absence of current cash flow consequences. 

In addition to the direct price effects of an IPR&D restatement, caniings 

management issues related to the IPR&D restatement can cause other pricing effects. 

Marquardt and Wiedman (2004) provide a detailed discussion of the potential costs of 

managing earnings and identify costs of both detected and undetected earnings 
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management. If IPR&D overstatements are detected, firms face explicit penalties 

including the costs of SEC investigations (Dechow, Sloan and Sweeny 1996), earnings 

restatements (Palmrose and Scholz 2004), and, in extreme cases, litigation costs. These 

explicit costs are in addition to any reputation penalties firms may suffer from the 

publicity surrounding an IPR&D restatement announcement (Karpoff and Lott 1993). 

As firms increase their earnings management activities, the probability of 

detection increases (Marquardt and Wiedman 2004). Clem, Cowan, and Jeffrey (2004) 

suggest that if firms believe the threat of regulatory scrutiny is related to the size of 

IPR&D, then they will include IPR&D in goodwill (i.e. overstate goodwill) to reduce or 

avoid additional disclosures of IPR&D thus avoiding the attention of the SEC. This 

motivation appears valid as the SEC did not compel any firm to restate IPR&D upwards 

during the period of this study. 

Finally, as with any accounting choice, since an IPR&D write-off affects current 

period earnings, contracting considerations play a part in the decision to accurately report 

IPR&D. Any firm with contracts that rely upon accounting earnings but do not adjust for 

special items would avoid the additional IPR&D charges to earnings, especially firms 

close to default of contractual obligations. However, most of the firms purchasing 

IPR&D operate in high-intangible industries and rely upon equity and short-term 

payables for financing; thus, debt covenants are generally not a concern for the IPR&D 

firms. Further, since the sum of the accounting effects of an IPR&D overstatement 

(expense immediately versus future amortization) are equivalent over time, firms which 

avoid current charges to earnings would see lower operating earnings in future periods. 
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CHAPTER 3 - BACKGROUND OF THE SEC'S IPR&D INITIATIVE 

Before 1998, the SEC rarely questioned firms' assimiptions used to value IPR&D, 

choosing instead to rely on the expertise of management and independent consultants. 

However, after noting a significant increase in the fi-equency and magnitude of IPR&D 

write-offs which outpaced the increased level of M&A activity,'" the SEC suspected that 

some firms used IPR&D as an earnings management tool. Excessive IPR&D write-offs 

allowed acquiring companies to report higher earnings, eamings-per-share, return on 

assets, and return on equity than if the write-offs were capitalized as assets and amortized 

over subsequent periods. Since the SEC feared that the accounting effects of IPR&D 

write-offs obscured the economic realities of the acquisitions and misled investors, 

beginning in late 1998, it began to question IPR&D allocations with increased frequency. 

The main problems with the IPR&D calculations involved the improper isolation 

of the incomplete projects from other intangible assets acquired and the improper 

consideration of the project's stage of the completion. The SEC found that in some cases 

projects that were insignificant in the decision to acquire a target company suddenly 

received a significant portion of the purchase price. Additionally, the SEC noted 

improved disclosures of the inputs to IPR&D valuations would increase the transparency 

of the transactions. It requested firms disclose such details as the expected 

commencement of material cash inflows, the risks and uncertainties associated with the 

project, the risk adjusted discount rate applied to the project, and details of the estimated 

For example see Turner 1998" and 1998'' and Remarks by Chairman Arthur Levitt to the NYU Center 
for Law and Business on September 28, 1998. 
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costs needed to complete the project." Exhibit 1 shows the restated IPR&D footnote 

disclosure of Adaptec, Inc. which includes an example description of the inputs to the 

IPR&D valuation. Adaptec, Inc. restated its IPR&D write-off from $26.4 million to $6.1 

million or from 77% to 18% of the purchase price. 

At the time of the SEC's initiative, there was little practical guidance to help firms 

calculate consistent and reliable fair market values of R&D in compliance with existing 

accounting rules.'" However, many of the affected companies and the mainstream 

business media did not view the SEC's initiative as alleviating conflicts between actual 

practice and the intentions of the fair value accounting literature. Instead, these sources 

claim that the SEC's actions caused confusion, depressed stock prices, increased market 

volatility, and negatively affected merger activity.'"^ Some even stated that the SEC had 

unfairly acted when it issued new accounting rules for IPR&D without using proper 

channels and by requiring retroactive application (PR Newswire 1999). The staff of the 

SEC continued to assert that it had not changed any accounting rules or guidelines but 

only focused the attention of its constituents on the existing accounting requirements. 

As a result of the SEC's initiative, during the Restatement Period, over a hundred 

publicly traded firms restated quarterly or annual financial reports and capitalized $2.4 

'' Sample January 1999 letter sent by the SEC to companies reporting charges and found at 
http ://www. sec .gov/ divisions/corpfin/ guidanc e/charges .txt. 

The American Institute of Certified Public Accountants has since issued a technical practice aid in 2001, 
Assets Acquired in a Business Combination to Be Used in Research and Development Activities: A Focus 
on Software, Electronic Devices, and Pharmaceutical Industries. 

For examples see Goering 1999, Lashinsky 1999, MacDonald 1999", and Williams 1999. 



billion of the $5.2 billion they had previously written off as IPR&D.'"* Thirty-seven of 

these firms admitted that the restatements came after inquiries or consultations with the 

SEC, while the remainder implied that they voluntarily made the restatements in light of 

the new SEC guidance. At least three other firms (America Online, MCI, and Motorola) 

announced substantial write-offs of IPR&D in their preliminary earnings press releases; 

however, these companies decreased the reported amounts after consultations with the 

SEC but before the issuance of the quarterly or annual financial statements.'"^ MCI 

reduced its preliminary estimate of the IPR&D charges related to its acquisition of 

Worldcom from $7 billion to $3.1 billion. 

Depending on the structure of the acquisitions, IPR&D may or may not have tax effects. The 
restatements did not change the tax treatment of IPR&D; thus, for firms receiving IPR&D tax write-offs, 
any tax deduction shifted from deferred tax assets to income tax expense with no cash flow consequence. 

" My restatement sample only includes firms that restated previously issued 10-Q or 10-K reports. These 
three firms restated press releases and are not included in this study as restaters. They are also not included 
as non-restaters since the original IPR&D amounts were adjusted. 
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CHAPTER 4 - SAMPLE AND DATA 

Obtaining IFR&D inforaiation requires significant hand collection of data. 

Compustat reports IPR&D write-offs for some firms as early as 1995, but the data is 

neither consistently nor accurately captured before 2000.^^ I performed an initial Lexis-

Nexis search of 10-K and 10-Q filings between January 1997 and June 1999 using search 

1 7 terms similar to those used by Palmrose et. a! (2004) and Dowdell and Press (2001). I 

also performed searches of Lexis-Nexis and ProQuest news sources of mainstream press 

articles on IPR&D to identify any additional companies. 

These searches yielded a sample of 137 potential restatement firms. However, 

upon further collection of pre-and post-restatement filings I eliminate 33 firms including 

fifteen firms that ultimately do not restate IPR&D expenditures, seven firms that do not 

have available financial statements, two foreign filers, three firms that restate acquisitions 

of firms consolidated or acquired under the pooling method, five firms that restate press 

releases and not 10-K/Q filings,'^ and one firm that is purchased by another restatement 

firm during the Acquisition Period. I hand collecte all pre- and post-quarterly and annual 

eamings and industry classifications directly from the Edgar filings as Compustat does 

In many instances, Compustat combines both IPR&D and R&D expenditures into data item 46, research 
and development expenses. 

Firms label and report IPR&D expenditures in a variety of ways. My search stream included the 
following: ''acquired research or acquired technology or purchased research or purchased technology or 
process research or process technology or research in-process or technology in-process or incomplete 
research or incomplete technology" within 30 words ofrestat, revis, adjust, amend, error, or SEC. I 
found IPR&D expenditures listed separately on the income statement, included in SG&A expenses, 
included in "special items," and in a few cases, included in research and development. 

This category includes .MCI, Motorola, and AOL, Dowdell and Press (2001 and 2004) include these 
firms in their sample. 
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not report restated financial information consistently.^^ This search yields 104 firms with 

reporting periods between 1996 and 1999.^® Several restatements involve only one 

quarter while the longest, Network Associates, involves three fiscal years. 

I perform a second search of 10-K and 10-Q reports in Lexus Nexis supplemented 

with incidences of Compustat data item #388, to find other firms reporting IPR&D 

between 1997 and June 30, 1999. I record the date of acquisition, total assets acquired in 

purchase transactions, the total purchase price allocated to IPR&D, the value of the other 

intangible assets acquired, and the firm's SIC code. To align my non-restating sample 

with my restating sample, I eHminate firms with acquisition dates outside my sample 

period; I also eliminate firms with indeterminable IPR&D or purchase pricc information 

in their 10-Ks or 10-Qs or with unavailable Compustat or CRSP information. This 

process yields a non-restating sample of 278 firms. 

Table 1 provides the descriptive statistics for both samples. I use ninety-nine 

restating firms in the subsequent statistical tests because two restatements relate to 

91 acquisitions which occur after September 1998 and three restatements involve 

companies with no CRSP price information. The restating and non-restating firms are of 

" If a firm restates its financial statements using an amended return (i.e. 10-Q/A or 10-K/A), Compustat 
will overwrite the historical information with the restated amounts. Some firms restated the quarterly 
amounts in their annual filings and thus, did not file amended returns. Compustat would not have 
overwritten the historical amounts in these cases. 

My sample is larger than the 71 firms used by Dowdell & Press (2004) and 75 IPR&D firms identified 
in Palmrose et. al. (2004). 

My sample ends with acquisitions occurring by September 30, 1998, after the news of the SEC's 
initiative became public knowledge through both SEC speeches and mainstream press articles. 
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significant size and make acquisitions involving a material portion of the firm's assets. 

The median restating firm reports a market value of $358 million in the year before it 

acquires the target finns which comprise approximately 25% of the firm's existing total 

assets. The median non-restating firm reports a market value of $259 million at the end 

of the prior year and makes acquisitions comprising 18% of the firms' total assets. 

In the year preceding the restatement, the median restating firm is comparable to 

the median non-restating firm in size and perceived growth prospects. Although the 

median restating firm made larger, more material acquisitions, original IPR&D as a 

portion of purchase price {%IPRD) is comparable between the two samples of finns 

{VOIPRDRS =59.9%, YoIPRDms- 63.2%).'" After the restatement, however, the restating 

firms report significantly lower %IPR&D than the non-restating firms {%IPRDR^23VO, 

%)IPRDxii-r63%, p<0.01). Approximately one-third of the restating firms restate their 

financials after the SEC made inquiries of their acquisition accounting. The descriptive 

statistics for the SEC firms are reported in the lower portion of Panel A in Table 1 and 

indicate that the median SEC firm is larger and made more material acquisitions than the 

voluntary restatement firms. 

Using Fama and French (1997) industry definitions, I report the industry 

compositions of the two samples in Panel B of Table 1. Consistent with prior studies 

^ I define purchase price as the total consideration paid plus the liabilities assumed or the total assets 
purchased. This is similar to the definition used by Dowdell & Press (2001). Deng & Lev (1998) make 
their comparisons to "purchase price" although they do not define this term explicitly. My sample 
proportion of IPR&D to purchase price is in-line with that reported by Dowdell & Press but below that 
reported by Deng & Lev. I cannot tell whether my IPR&D proportions are different due to different 
definitions of purchase price or whether the IPR&D to acquisition price relationship changed over time. 

I rely upon the SIC code reported in the acquiring firm's 10-K or 10-Q reports as Compustat reports the 
firm's latest industry classification. 
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examining IPR&D, I find that both samples are primarily comprised high-tech firms 

including Business Services, Electronic Equipment and Computer firms. Although the 

pharmaceutical industry is considered an R&D intensive industry, the restating sample 

includes only three pharmaceutical firms or 3% of the sample compared to the 

nonrestating sample's 12%. Panel C reports the auditor composition of the sample firms. 

Two Big Five accounting firms, Ernst and Young and PricewaterhouseCoopers audited 

over 56% of all of the firms reporting IPR&D during this time period. 
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CHAPTER 5 - UNIVARIATE EVIDENCE OF EARNINGS MANAGEMENT 
MOTIVATIONS FOR IPR&D OVERSTATEMENTS 

If management has private information that the future performance of the firm 

will not meet certain expectations or industry performance levels and if management 

believes that investors cannot discern IPR&D overstatements, then it may act 

opportunistically and overstate IPR&D in the current period. If earnings management 

motivations drive the decision to overstate IPR&D then I expect to find future operating 

performance differences between the restating and non-restating firms unrelated to 

IPR&D accounting. 

Recent research on earnings management accepts that the methods available to 

manage earnings or firms' preferences for a particular method are not constant across 

firms. The decision to manage earnings in the current period constrains the balance sheet 

and affects the availability of methods to manage earnings in the future ( Barton and 

Simko 2002). Management may also exhibit preferences for certain earnings 

management methods depending upon its operating objectives (Marquardt and Wiedman 

2004). Non-recurring write-offs such as IPR&D overstatements are less costly means of 

earnings management. These methods do not cause future expense reversals and improve 

such earnings quality measures as the correlation between cash flows and earnings and 

measures of operating asset efficiency. 

Table 2 provides a comparison of the future performance between the restating 

and non-restating firms for three years following the acquisitions. Based upon the 

discussion above and the timing constraint that IPR&D is recognized only in the quarter 
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of the acquisition, 1 construct my future operating performance measures with the 

assumption that firms intending to manage earnings opportunistically will use IPR&D 

overstatements whenever they are available. If, in practice, firms use IPR&D 

overstatements with no higher probability or frequency than other methods of earnings 

management, this will bias against my finding differences between the restating and non-

restating firms as my performance measures will not remove the accounting effects of all 

earnings management methods. 

The performance measures in Table 2 differ in their treatment of the effects of the 

IPR&D write-offs. Industry adjusted retum on assets {ROA) and operating return on 

assets {ORGA) arc earnings level measures that include the write-off effects of IPR&D 

both in the numerator (amortization costs) and in the denominator (intangible assets). 

OPGR W is an operating earnings change measure relative to z+l'"* which also includes 

the amortization effects of IPR&D in the numerator. I use both book value {BV) and 

market value of the assets {MV) as scalars for OPGR W. A firm overstating IPR&D in a 

past period reports a lower 5F (decreased stockholders' equity) than a similar fiirm 

properly capitalizing goodwill (increased intangible assets). MV excludes the direct 

accounting effects of an IPR&D write-off. Thus, OPGR W_MV will only include the 

accounting effects of an BPR&D write-off in the numerator. 

The discussion of the results below is limited to operating results three years post-

acquisition. Examinations of the sample firms' IPR&D footnotes reveal that most firms 

I use ?+l as the comparative year of performance as net income in t is affected by the timing of the 
acquisition. 
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expect to receive revenues from the completed projects within three years of the 

acquisition. Although a discussion of operating performance three years post-acquisition 

will exclude bankrupt, acquired or otherwise defunct IPR&D firms, the loss of these 

firms is balanced against allowing ample opportunity to integrate the operations of the 

target firms. 

The median restating firm reports post-acquisition performance below the median 

non-restating firm. Table 2 shows that in year /+3, the median restating ROA is 1.5% 

which is less than the median non-restating ROA of 7.5% (p<0.()5). This result is 

significant because although the non-restating firms carry higher intangible assets and 

record higher amortization costs, they still report returns on assets five times greater than 

those reported by restating firms. The results are more significant for OPGR WJBVand 

OPGR W MF. The median restating firm reports OPGR W_B V of-18.9% in /+3 which is 

much lower than the non-restating performance is -0.2% (p<0.01). The results are 

consistent for OPGR W_MVas the median restating firm reports -3.9% to the median 

non-restating firm's -0.2% (pO.Ol ). 

To ensure that the OPGRWresults are not driven by non-restating firms which 

should have restated and reported more amortization costs, I adjust operating earnings for 

depreciation and amortization expenses (OPGR WA) and scale OPGR WA by both BV and 

MV. Because of its construction, OPGR WA MV excludes all direct accounting effects of 

an IPR&D write-off but still includes the effect of other earnings management methods. 

After eliminating the effects of an IPR&D write-off, the non-restating firms still report 
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better performance than the non-restating firms. In year t+3, the median non-restating 

firm reports OPGRWA_MV(OPGRWA_BV) of 0.9% (4.9%) compared to the -2.6% 

(-9.2%) reported by the median restating firm (p<0.01). Even after excluding all 

potential lingering accounting effects of an BPR&D write-off, the non-restating firms 

significantly outperform the restating firms in the post-acquisition period. 

A potential limitation of these results is that other unobservable factors drive the 

performance differences noted above. For example, I do not include controls for firms 

that make fi-equent and/or material stock acquisitions in the subsequent periods. If a firm 

plans to use its stock as currency in near-future transactions, then it is motivated to 

maximize stock price in the current period and may believe that an IPR&D overstatement 

of a current acquisition would help maintain higher stock prices for future acquisitions. 

The motivations for serial acquiring firms may manifest themselves differently than the 

motivations for frequent cash acquiring firms or for non-acquiring firms anticipating poor 

future performance. Due to the unavailability of data detailing the future acquisition 

patterns of the sample firms, I am unable to determine whether the future acquisition 

patterns of firms affects incidents of the IPR&D overstatements. 

Initially, it is difficult to discern any one cause for an IPR&D overstatement -

earnings management, unintentional error, or conservatism. However, the results 

presented in Table 2 indicate that restating firms report weaker performance in 

subsequent accounting periods even when all accounting effects of IPR&D write-offs or 

goodwill amortization are eliminated. These results, subject to limitations discussed 
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above, provide stronger evidence of the existence of earnings management rather than the 

existence of unsystematic errors or conservatism. 
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CHAPTER 6 - VALUATION OF IPR&D 

6.1 Hypothesis Development 

In recent years and with the rise in the number and market value of high-

technology companies, some financial statement users support the omission of valuable 

intangible capital from the balance sheet to preserve the objectivity of the financial 

statements (AICPA 1994) while others claim the exclusion of intangible capital affects 

financial statement rclcvancy (Lev 2004 and Lev and Zarowin 1999). FASB justified its 

expense treatment of R&D expenditures because of the "high degree of uncertainty" of 

the future benefits of R&D projects, weak evidence demonstrating a causal relationship 

between R&D expenditures and fixture benefits, difficulty measuring future benefits, and 

the lack of decision usefulness (FASB 1974). Several accounting and economic studies 

assert that internal R&D expenditures behave more like assets, as defined in FASB 

Concepts Statement 6, and provide evidence that investors view R&D expenditures as 

having future economic benefits controlled by the entity (Grabowski and Muller 1978, 

Hirschey 1982, Sougiannis 1994, Lev and Sougiannis 1996 among others). 

One of the biggest issues impeding the recognition of R&D is the issue of 

measurement. Cost based measures of R&D expenditures do not necessarily relate to a 

project's actual values, and the capitalization of these investment costs could lead to 

financial statement manipulation ( AIMR 1993). The estimation of fair market values, 

however, requires significant assumptions about the technology's completion costs and 
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probability of success and could lead to increased earnings volatility as management 

cannot control all factors affecting the estimates. 

To determine the portion of intangible premium assigned to IPR&D, a firm must 

estimate the project's anticipated future earning potential - the higher the probability of 

success and the higher the fiiture earnings potential, the more of a target's acquisition 

price is expensed immediately. If investors believe that IPR&D meets the definition of 

an asset and that these amounts are reliably estimated, then investors will value IPR&D 

write-offs as assets, contrary to their accounting treatment. Thus, I hypothesize: 

HI: Investors place a positive value on a firm's fair value estimate of in-process 
technology. 

Deng and Lev's (1998) study of an earlier time period finds evidence that the 

market's valuation of IPR&D is higher than its valuation of intangible assets. As 

discussed in Chapter 2, an investor's preference for IPR&D over intangible assets 

(goodwill) appears rational due to the explicit links between IPR&D values and expected 

future cash flows and the nearness of the realization of those cash flows. If management 

believes that investors positively distinguish IPR&D from other intangible assets and 

goodwill, then it could overstate IPR&D to take advantage of the market's higher 

valuations. Thus, if the Deng and Lev (1998) finding of a higher valuation of IPR&D 

continues to hold true for this later sample, then one motivation for the overstatement of 

IPR&D is management's desire to increase pcrceived firm value. If, on the other hand, it 

docs not appear that investors prefer IPR&D to intangible assets or vice versa then there 

still exists a motivation to overstate IPR&D to report higher future earnings as discussed 

and examined in Chapter 5. 
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6.2 Methodology and Results 

To test HI, I use a market model similar to the one used by Deng and Lev (1998); 

however, initial replications of the author's model indicate that extreme outlying 

observations and heteroscedasticity affect the results in my sample. Barth and Kalapur 

(1996) find that variable deflation does not always mitigate coefficient bias and can lead 

to incorrect conclusions about the reported coefficients. The inclusion of a scale proxy in 

the model as a separate variable rather than deflating the explanatory variables will 

reduce coefficient bias. Further, the use of White standard errors of an undeflated model, 

especially in smaller samples, is more efficient than the White standard errors of a 

deflated model (Barth and Kalapur 1996). Thus, I estimate the following model: 

MVjq = ao + aiEiq + aalPRDjq + ajIPRD^ * RS + a4ASSETiq + (1) 

a.sLlABjq + aglAiq + a7lA,q * RS + agSWjq + a9#SHRSiq + aioRS + Cjq 

where 

MV = price times common shares outstanding calculated at the end of the 
acquisition quarter q\ 

E = earnings before extraordinary items and discontinued operations 
(includes IP R&D) for quarter q\ 

IPRD = amount originally recorded in the acquisition; 

IPRD * RS = valuation differences for IPR&D for the restating firms; 

ASSETS - total assets less intangible assets (tangible assets) reported at the 
end of the quarter q; 

LIAB = the total of all liabilities measured at the end of the quarter q-, 

lA = reported goodwill and intangible assets at the end of quarter c/; 

lA * RS = valuation differences of intangible assets for the restating firms; 
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SW = a dummy variable that has a value of 1 for all firms in the three 
digit SIC code 737 or computer services industry; and 

#SHRS = the number of common shares outstanding at the end of quarter q 
and is used as a scale proxy. 

If HI holds true, then I expect a positive and significant coefficient on IPRD. If 

investors differentiate between IPR&D and intangible assets, then hypothesis tests should 

rcject a2-cx6. I include restatement interactions for both IPRD and lA to determine 

whether investors distinguish between restating and non-restating firms in the prc-pcriod. 

If investors value lA less than IPRD for restating firms, then management will have an 

incentive to overstate IPR&D to gain immediate valuation effects from the market. Since 

lA summarizes intangible asset information unrelated to the currently examined 

acquisition, the inclusion of lA *RS can also capture systematic valuations of intangible 

assets unrelated to the IPR&D activities that exist between the two samples of firms. 

Original runs of Equation (1) indicate that the scale proxy #SHRS did not 

eliminate the effect of the influence of the larger firms. Regression diagnostics reveal the 

existence of outlying observations that significantly affect the model coefficients.^^ 

Thus, I re-estimate equation (1) using natural log transformations of all variables except 

earnings which are standardized using the sample mean and standard deviation."'' The 

transformed data make the analysis more valid as large departures from the linear 

Repeated iterations of the model excluding statistically identified outlying observations continue to a 
point where the number of outlying observations eliminated may result in a sample is no longer descriptive 
of the full sample firms. Univariate examinations of the independent variables reveal that the mix of small 
and large firms causes significant departures from the assumption of normality. 
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regression assumptions of normality may cause outlying observations and affect the 

validity of the significance tests (Bartlet 1947). 

Results from the transformed model are presented in Panel A of Table 3. As 

expected, the coefficient on IPRD is positive and significant, 0.121 (f=3.22), indicating 

that investors value IPR&D more like an asset than an expense. However, when I make 

comparisons between the coefficients on IPRD and lA for all firms, I do not find a 

statistical difference (p=0.20). In the second line of Panel A, I include the interaction 

terms IPRD*RS and IPRD* I A to allow the coefficients on IPRD and I A to vary for the 

restating firms. However, I still note no differences between IPRD and lA for all firms 

(p=0.47) or between the coefficients for the restating firms (p=0.20). Further, the 

individual coefficients on IPRD*RS and lA *RS are not significant. These findings do 

not support a differential pricing motivation for the overstatement of IPR&D. 

The overstated portion of IPR&D, AIPRD, reflects management's earnings 

management attempt. Since results in Table 3 Panel A indicate investors do not 

differentiate between IPR&D and intangible assets, then I expect that investors do not 

have a pricing preference for the treatment of AIPRD. However, if there are additional 

costs to this earnings management and if investors recognize AIPRD as earnings 

management, then I expect to find that investors price AIPRD differently (less) than the 

correct or unmanaged portion of IPR&D, RSIPRD. Panel B of Table 3 reports the results 

for Equation (1) when IPR&D is separated into the two pieces. I measure RSIPRD as the 

To prevent firms reporting negative IPRD or 1.4.1 eliminate all firms reporting IPRD or lA less than $1 

million (22 firms) for Panel A of Table 3 and all firms reporting AIPRD less than SI million (7 firms) for 
Panel B of Table 3. 
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original amount reported for the non-restating firms and the corrected amount for the 

restating firms. For restating firms, AJPRD reflects the originally overstated portion of 

IPR&D and is measured as 0 for the non-restating firms. Although the results in Panel B 

initially report that the coefficient on AIPRD (0.033 t=3.79) is lower than the coefficient 

on RSIPRD (0.088 /=2.31), I detect no statistical differences between these coefficients 

(p=0.143). Additionally, the results in Panel B do not indicate that the correct portion of 

IPR&D is perceived by investors as more valuable than intangible assets (p=0.40). 

Table 1 indicates that the median restating firm makes more material acquisitions 

relative to total assets than the median non-restating finn (0.246 vs. 0.180, p<0.05). To 

determine if acquisition materiality affects the results reported in Table 3,1 repeat the 

regression for any acquisition where the purchase price comprises at least 10% of the 

acquiring fiirms' prior year total assets. The ratio of restating acquisitions to non-restating 

acquisitions is still approximately 1:3. I report the results in Table 4. 

Panel A of Table 4 indicates that investors place greater value on IPR&D than 

intangibles assets for finns making more material acquisitions (0.292 vs. 0.059, p<0.01) 

consistent with the finding in Deng and Lev (1998). However, before concluding that 

investors prefer IPR&D, I again include the indicator variables for restating firms, 

IPRD*RS and lA *RS, to determine if there are systematic valuation differences between 

these firms. The reported coefficient on IPRD * RS is insignificant (a3=0.08, t=0.85) 

indicating that investors do not distinguish IPR&D between the restating and non-

restating firms. On the other hand, the coefficient on lA * RS is negative and significant 

(a;—0.15, ?=2.21) indicating there are systematic pricing differences of intangible assets 
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between the two groups of firms. However, even after the systematic pricing effects if lA 

are captured separately, I still note a difference, although weak, between IPRD and lA 

(p<0.10). This means that, for material acquirers, not only do investors appear to place 

greater value on IPR&D than intangible assets, but also, this valuation difference between 

IPR&D and intangible assets is systematically greater for restating firms. The explanation 

for the lower valuation of intangible assets for the restating firms is beyond the scope of 

this paper. 

Panel B of Table 4 breaks IPRD into RSIPRD and MPRD to see if investors 

perceive the overstatement of IPR&D for the restating firms. Sincc Panel A indicates 

investors perceive differences between IPR&D and intangible assets for all firms, if 1 find 

MPRD is valued less than RSIPRD, then investors perceive the original overstatement of 

IPR&D. As in Table 3, the coefficient on MPRD reported in Panel B appears smaller 

than the coefficient on RSIPRD (0.142 vs. 0.214); however, these differences are still not 

significant (p=0.231). From these results , it does not appear that investors identified the 

overstating firms a priori. 

I repeat the tests in Tables 3 and 4 for firms making acquisitions of at least 20% 

of total assets. The results for these regressions are similar to those reported in Table 4 

and are therefore not reported. One interesting difference, however, is that SWis no 

longer significant in the regressions for these 146 acquisitions. It appears that as the 

acquisitions grow more material, the firms enacting those acquisitions grow more 

homogeneous but the relationships between IPR&D and intangible assets reported in 

Table 4 continue to hold. 
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In siimmary, the results of Table 3 and Table 4 support HI and the positive 

valuation of IPR&D. Most of the evidence reported in this section suggests that since 

market places equal values on AIPRD and RSIPRD it either "sees through" the reported 

treatment of the intangible premium or does not differentiate between IPR&D and 

intangible assets. For the material acquirers, however, it appears that the market did 

differentiate between IPR&D and/J but fails to identify the overstatements of IPR&D in 

the original reports. It appears that as the acquisition grows more material, the 

classification of the intangible premium does affect investor valuations. However, it is 

possible that valuation differences between IPR&D and intangible assets captured in 

Table 4 may exist for all firms but are undetected in Table 3 for other reasons. For 

example, until the acquisition and related IPR&D valuations grow material to the firm, 

the signal to noise ratio may affect the significance of the results. 

In the next section, I turn to a probit model to identify the characteristics of the 

restating firms. 
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CHAPTER 7 - CHARACTERISTICS AND IDENTIFICATION OF 

RESTATING FIRMS 

7.1 Hypothesis Development 

When making the allocation decision between IPR&D and goodwill, the manager 

observes the proper allocation, OS, where OS e {0,1}. where 0 means the amount is 

properly capitalized as goodwill and 1 means the amount is improperly expensed as 

IPR&D. Management will elect (O.S-l) if it believes that Priceos=i > Priceos-'O- The 

total benefit of (05=1), B, is dependent upon the existence of contracts affected by stock 

price or expectations of future stock acquisitions, and this benefit is assumed to accrue to 

the manager, the firm or both. Thus, the decision OS=l is often driven by management's 

private information of the future performance and anticipated future strategic decisions 

for the firm. 

When the SEC observes IPR&D, it cannot observe OS unless it requests 

management's private information, (SiiC^l). There is an assumed cost to this request, 

and due to limited resources, the SEC cannot request OS from all managers and firms. If 

(5£'C=1) and {O.S-1), then the SEC will find that the firm needs to restate (RS=\). It is 

assumed that the manager does not know Pr(S£'C=l), but his expectations that 

Pr(SEC=l) and the expected cost of (i?5=l), RSV, affects the OS decision. If 

Pr(SEC=l) * RSV > B, then the firm will elect 0s=0. When the firm elects {0S=1), if 

Pr(SEC=l) increases to a degree thatpr{SEC=l) * RSV is at least equal to the beneficial 

effects of OS, then the manager will elect to voluntarily restate. RS=\. Thus the model 

allows the occurrence of (RS=\ ) whether or not (SEC=\). 
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Since only RS is observed, I cannot determine whether all firms with OS-I have 

RS=I. A single stage dichotomous model that attempts to identify the characteristics of 

firms where OS=I can only use RS to proxy for OS and can only identify firms where 

97 
(OS,RS) = (1,1); thus, a simple probit model misrepresents firms where {OS,RS)^{1,0). 

Poirier (1980) discusses a bivariate probit model where the outcome depends upon a joint 

binary choice which is only partially observed. As long as each structural equation 

excludes one exogenous variable appearing in the other equation, all coefficients are 

identified. Abowd and Farber (1982) use a similar model but assume that the two 

choices are made sequentially where only the outcome of the sccond choice is observed. 

This sequential model is more appropriate for this study as it allows the OS and RS 

decisions to take place at two sequential periods of time. 

The probability that a firm overstates IPR&D is a function of firm characteristics 

represented by Xosi and is modeled as 

Pr[OSr-\] = Pr[(Xos/Pos + £os,)>0] (2) 

Since I cannot observe OSj directly, I cannot estimate Equation 2 by itself For 

any firm i that overstates IPR&D, the probability of a decision to restate IPR&D is given 

by 

Pr[RSi=l |OSr 1] = /'r[(xrs,pr<.s, + Srs,) > 0] (3) 

Becausc of the subjectivity and complexity of the IPR&D calculations, it is possible that a firm 
unintentionally overstates IPR&D but believes it has selected OS=0. Such a firm may still subsequently 
restate. For the purposes of the tests in this section, OS represents whether a firm actually overstated 
IPR&D despite the firm's intentions. If firms unintentionally overstating IPR&D are different from 
intentional overstaters of IPR&D, this will bias against my finding differing characteristics between the 
overstating and restating firms. 
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Since Pr[RS,—1] is conditional on Pr[OS,-=l], eRs, and sos/ are assumed independently 

and normally distributed. The probability of a restatement is therefore 

Pr[RSr\] = {Pr[(Xos,Pos + £os,)>0]} { Pa-[(Xrs,Prs, + £rs,) > 0]} (4) 

I hypothesize that the three variables that are most important in a finn's decision 

to overstate IPR&D (Xos) are firm size, the materiality of the acquisition's intangible 

premium, and management's private information of the firm's future performance. Watts 

and Zimmerman (1978) state that firm size proxies for the political costs of the firm; the 

larger the firm, the more likely it is to attract regulatory interest. As discussed in Chapter 

2, firms will understate IPR&D to avoid attracting SEC attention. Since 1 expect that 

larger firms will avoid overstating IPR&D to reduce their political visibility, then I 

predict a negative association between firm size and the firm's decision to overstate 

IPR&D. 

When the firm makes the decision to purchase a proportionately large target firm, 

there is increased pressure on management to ensure the success of the merger. As the 

target firm grows more material to the resulting combined firm, the target's operations 

become increasingly important to meeting the performance targets used to evaluate 

management's performance. If a significant portion of the target's purchase price is 

allocated to the intangible premium, management can elect to allocate more of the 

intangible premium to IPR&D to improve future accounting earnings. If management 

elects to overstate IPR&D, this decision improves the appearance of the operations of the 

combined firm which could affect the perceived success of the acquisition. Thus, I 
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predict a positive association between the materiality of the intangible premium and the 

decision to overstate IPR&D. 

If the manager has private information that the future performance of a firm will 

not meet outside expectations, then there exists a motivation to manage earnings in the 

current period to improve the appearance of the firm's performance in future periods. As 

discussed previously, management's use of an overstatement of IPR&D must follow its 

belief that investors will not properly adjust future reported earnings for amortization 

costs when valuing the firm. Since management's private information is unobservable, I 

use a proxy, future ROAt+s, to represent management's private information of future 

performance in the subsequent periods. The results in Chapters 2 and 3 motivate the 

possibility that IPR&D overstatements are used to hide future poor performance, so the 

inclusion of ROA^ j in the tests in this section will determine whether the univariate 

results continue to hold in the presence of other variables. I select the /+5 future period to 

allow time for the IPR&D project to begin contributing to revenue. I expect that as the 

anticipated future ROA decreases the more likely a manager will use the IPR&D write

off to manage future earnings upwards. 

Fields et. al. (2001) define accounting choice as "any decision whose primary 

purpose is to influence (cither in form or substance) the output of the accounting system 

in a particular way..The decision process used to determine the inputs of the valuation 

of IPR&D, whether economically correct or involving an intentional or unintentional 

misapplication of GAAP, falls under this definition of accounting choice. Thus, I appeal 

to the accounting choice literature to help identify the control variables which might 
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distinguish the BPR&D overstating firms firom the other firms. In addition to firm size 

noted above, accoiinting choice literature often cites industry competition and firm 

leverage affecting accounting choices (for examples, see Hagerman and Zmijewski 1978, 

Collins et. al. 1981, Holthausen and Leftwich 1983, Daley and Vigeland 1983). Thus, I 

include proxies to control for leverage, competition and capital intensity. Since many 

high technology firms are primarily financed vi^ith equity and have few tangible assets, I 

do not expect to find a strong (positive) relationship between leverage or capital intensity 

and a firm's decision to overstate IPR&D. Firms that face intense competition are more 

likely to write-off more IPR&D in the current period in order to report more competitive 

earnings in later periods. I expect to find a positive relationship between industry 

competition and an overstatement decision. 

The discussion above leads to the following hypotheses regarding the 

characteristics of the overstating firms; 

H2: Large firms are less likely to overstate IPR&D. 

H3: Firms making more material acquisitions with higher proportions of 
acquisition costs allocated to the intangible premium (TPR&D + 
intangible assets + goodwill) are more likely to overstate IPR&D in the 
current period. 

H4: Firms anticipating future performance levels below investor 
expectations are more likely to overstate IPR&D in the current period. 

The key advantage of the use of the partial observabihty model is that it allows 

the identification of the characteristics of the overstaters separately from the restating 

firms. Given that a firm overstates IPR&D, were there certain firm characteristics that 

would identify the restating firms ex ante? I hypothesize that four characteristics, firm 
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size, %IPRD, industry classification, and registrations of additional debt and equity 

securities, increase the probability of the restatement of IPR&D. 

Since the SEC has limited resources to curb earnings management practices, it 

acts efficiently if it reviews cases with high publicity potential. The significant reduction 

in the planned BPR&D allocations for AOL and MCI received extensive press coverage 

and announced to the investment community that the seriousness of the SEC's IPR&D 

initiative. Thus, I expect to find a positive relation between firm size and an IPR&D 

restatement decision, as larger firms attract more SEC attention. 

Several firms indicated they received SEC comments on their IPR&D write-offs 

during the application process for additional debt or equity offerings. Firms file S-1, S-3, 

or S-4 forms with the SEC to seek approval for public debt or equity offerings. Although 

such filings do not guarantee an SEC review of the included financial statements, they do 

increase the probability of an SEC review compared to a 10-Q or 10-K filing alone. 

Therefore, I expect that restatement events are more likely for firms registering securities 

or filing S forms in the year around the acquisition events. 

The SEC received questions whether it set an upper bound on the percentage of 

IPR&D costs to the acquisition price (Turner 1999). Lashinsky (1998) quotes an analyst 

with Lehman Brothers who advised his clients that the SEC would not stand for IPR&D 

charges in excess of 30% of an acquisition's purchase price. The SEC, however, claims 

that it did not use a specific IPR&D percentage as a "trigger" for review (Turner 1998''). 

Dowdell and Press (2001) examine the relationship between a restatement decision and 

the materiality of an IPR&D write-off i^'olPRD). The authors compare the descriptive 
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statistics of restating and non-restating firms for their smaller sample of firms and find a 

positive relation between restating firms and materiality. Thus, I predict that as %IPRD 

increases, the likelihood that the transaction attracts SEC scrutiny increases, and I expect 

to find a positive relationship between proportion of IPR&D to purchase price and a 

restatement annoimcement. 

Some viewed the SEC's actions as motivated by the unusually high trading prices 

of internet and software firms (Byrnes et. al 1998). If the SEC focused its attention on 

internet and software companies then I expect a positive relationship between these 

industries and the probabiHty of restatement. 

The above discussion leads to the following hypotheses regarding the 

characteristics of the restating firms: 

H5: Large firms in high technology industries that allocate a higher 
proportion of the acquisition costs to IPR&D are more likely to restate 
IPR&D. 

H6; Firms registering securities or anticipating a securities registration 
are more likely to restate IPR&D. 

7.2 Methodology and Results 

I use Equation (4) to simultaneously identify the characteristics of the overstating 

and restating firms. I include the following variables in Xos/ as I expect they will 

influence the probability of an overstatement; 

lATA This proxies for acquisition materiality and is measured as the 
proportion of the intangible asset premium paid for the target 
firm to the combined firm's total assets. 

OROAt+3 This variable is measured as the firm's operating ROA 
(operating earnings / total assets) in the third year following the 
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acquisition and proxies for management's private information 
of the firm's fotxxre performance. 

This variable is measured as the natural log of the market value 
at the end of the prior year. 

Capital intensity is measured as property, plant and equipment 
divided by revenuCq+i.^^ 

Competition is measured using the Hirschman-Herfmdahl 
index for the year prior to the acquisition, using four digit SIC 
codes.The lower the H-index, the more competitive an 
industry. Thus, even though 1 expect a positive relationship 
between industry competitiveness and a restatement decision, 
because of its construction, I expect a negative relationship 
between HIND EX and a firm's overstatement decision. 

D/A Leverage is measured as current and long-term debt to total 
assets. 

The vector of firm characteristics which, given an overstatement, determine 

whether a firm restates IPR&D, XRS, includes: 

SIZE This variable is measured as the natural log of the market value 
at the end of the prior year. 

%IPRD This is original IPR&D write-off to the purchase price of the 
target firm. 

SFILE This variable is an indicator variable that measures one if the 
firm filed a form S-1, S-3, or S-4 in the quarter of the 
acquisition or within three quarters after the acquisition and 
zero otherwise. 1 determine the dates and existence of the S 

Since revenue reported during the quarter of the acquisition are affected by the timing of the purchase 
under the purchase accounting method, I elect to use the following quarter's revenues as an approximation 
of the combined revenues earned by the target and acquiring firms. Although this may cause the ratio to be 
affected by cyclical sales, if I use the following four quarters of revenue to calculate this ratio, I lose a 
significant number of sample firms. 

The H index is calculated as ^5" where S; is the market share of firm i or the proportion of the 

industry's sales revenues earned by firm i. 

SIZE 

CAPINT 

HINDEX 
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filings by scanning each firm's filings in the SEC's Edgar 
filing database. 

IND This variable is measured as one for firms in the business 
services, electronics, or computer industries and zero 
otherwise. 

If a firm has IPR&D acquisitions in more than one quarter, only the results for the 

latest acquisition quarter are included in the sample with the exception of %IPRD and 

I A TA which cumulate all acquisitions to date within the same fiscal year. All 

independent variables are windsorized to three standard deviations of the mean. 

Table 5 presents the correlation coefficients for the model variables and indicates 

that RS is significantly and positively correlated with lATA (coeff=0.139, p<0.01) and 

IND (cocff=0.123, p<0.05). As predicted, as the size of the intangible premium relative 

to the size of the acquirer increases, the probability of a restatement also increases. 

Table 5 also indicates that RS is negatively related to OROAt+-i (coeff. = -0.141, p<0.05) 

which confirms the finding in Table 2 that restaters report weaker performance in future 

periods. However, at the time of the IPR&D allocation, ROAi+^ is known only to 

management as private information of the firm's expected future performance and I 

predict it will affect the OS decision which, in turn, affects the RS outcome. 

The correlation results in Table 5 can only indicate simple relationships between 

the independent variables and the restatement decision. Tables 6 presents the results of 

the partial observability probit model for the 260 observations with available OROAt+ 3 .  

The first column of coefficients includes the variables that influence the 05=i decision 

while the second column of coefficients includes the variables that influence the RS=1 

decision. 
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The coefficient on lATA of 7.46 (f=2.69) indicates that a firm's decision to 

overstate IPR&D is strongly affected by the materiality of the intangible premium. As 

predicted, the results for the coefficient on OROAt+s are negative and significant (coeff— 

3.78, f=-2.05) providing evidence of the relation between overstating IPR&D in the 

current period and poor performance in the future. The results for the remaining control 

variables in Xos including size are insignificant. The IPR&D firms operate primarily 

within the same industries which have low levels of long-term debt. Thus, the 

insignificant results for the competition and leverage are not surprising. Overall, these 

results show support for H3 and H4 but do not provide evidence of H2 or that larger 

firms avoid the political visibility of overstating IPR&D . 

For the RS decision, both industry (0.463, t=\.81) and size (0.297, t=2.63) 

increase the probability of restatement. Thus, of the firms that did overstate IPR&D, the 

larger firms in the high technology industries are more likely to restate their financial 

statements, confirming part of H5. Despite claims made in the media that an 

acquisition's %IPRD attracted SEC review, this variable is not significant in the model or 

in the univariate tests. This finding shows support for the SEC's claim that it did not 

define an unreasonable IPR&D valuation by the proportion of IPR&D to purchase price. 

Finally, I do not find evidence to support H6 or that a securities registration around the 

acquisition increased the probability of a restatement. 

The model has an overall prediction accuracy rate of 56.5% and properly 

identifies 81 % (55/68) of the restating firms. The model only identifies a non-restating 

firm correctly 48% (92/192) which means that after successfully identifying the restating 
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firms, the model identifies a hundred other firms as indistinguishable from the restating 

firms. The tests in the final section complement these findings by examining how 

investors reacted to the restatement events. 

7.3 Consideration of Additional Variables 

There are several other variables considered that I did not include in the final 

version of the model. These are auditor variables, the use of an IPR&D write-off over 

several reporting periods, and additional performance variables. The partial observability 

probit model cannot converge when the number of independent variables grows large in 

comparison to the sample size or if there is not enough variability in the set of 

independent variables. I elected to not include these variable in the main discussion of 

the model as both the probit results and the correlation table (results not tabulated) 

indicate there is insignificant association between RS and the variables discussed below. 

Panel C of Table 1 indicates that two audit firms, Ernst & Young and Price-

Wat erhouseCoopers (and its predecessor audit firms), audited 57% of all firms reporting 

IPR&D during this sample period. After assessing various IPR&D write-offs, the SEC 

noted its concerns that that auditors adequately challenged the underlying computations 

supporting the IPR&D write-offs and, in some cases, the auditors generated the IPR&D 

numbers and then audited the same numbers (Turner 1998*'). I include indicator 

variables for each of the five largest accounting firms in both Xqs and Xrs of the equation 

to determine if any audit firm is more lenient or strict in its approval of IPR&D charges 

or if a firm's use of a specific auditor attracted SEC attention. I find that no audit firm is 

associated with IPR&D overstatements or restatements. 
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Repeated use of EPR&D could also attract SEC attention. An examination of 

financial statements for the years surrounding each firm's IPR&D write-off sample year 

indicates that 103 (63) firms recorded EPR&D write-offs in the year preceding 

(following) the sample year. I find no evidence of an association between the frequent 

use of IPR&D or a firm's decision to overstate or restate IPR&D. However, since I only 

used a dichotomous variable to distinguish between firms frequently using IPR&D, I 

cannot distinguish between material serial acquiring firms and other serial acquiring 

firms. A variable which incorporates the materiality and frequency of future acquisitions 

including IPR&D would enhance the results reported here. 

Table 2 includes six different performance variables which I could use to proxy 

for management's expectations for future performance as I did with R0A,+5. Using a 

performance proxy three years out allows time for management to effectively integrate 

the target's operations into the surviving finn. However, the use of a two year out proxy 

allows for more observations to enter the model. I rotated the various performance 

proxies in Table 2, using both t+2 and t+3 measures. However, I did not find significant 

changes in the results reported above. I elect to use OROA,+.? in the final model because 

1) it produces a model with the highest prediction accuracy rate and 2) it is a commonly 

used metric to assess firm performance. 
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CHAPTER 8 - MARKET REACTION TO RESTATEMENT EVENTS 

8.1 Hypothesis Development 

Efficient market theory predicts that the financial markets will not react to 

cosmetic changes in the financial statements. If the BPR&D restatements only impact 

current and future accounting earnings without changing cash flows, then I do not expect 

the announcement of an IPR&D restatement to affect investor assessments of firm value. 

However, if market participants view IPR&D restatements as economic events beyond 

the non-cash adjustments to the financial statements then I would expect a market 

reaction to a restatement event. 

Earlier results and discussions within this paper as well as results presented in 

Dowdell and Press (2001) support the expectation of a negative price reaction to a 

restatement announcement. The results in Chapter 6 present evidence that, for material 

acquisitions, investors value IPR&D more highly than other intangible assets. Further, it 

does not appear that investors properly identified the overstated portion of IPR&D 

(AIPRD) ex ante. These results support a negative price reaction to a restatement 

announcement as financial statement users correct the inputs to their valuation functions. 

Additionally, as described in Chapter 2, there are costs which result when 

earnings management is detected. An IPR&D restating firm will incur administrative 

costs related the restatement as well as any additional costs related to an SEC inquiry. 

Additionally, the publicity surrounding the restatement announcement may cause 

investors to adjust their valuation function downwards to reflect any increased mistrust in 
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management or skepticism of the firm's future outlook. All of these costs imply a 

negative price reaction to a restatement announcement. 

For the reasons discussed above in addition to the business press coverage during 

the period of the restatements complaining of the detrimental economic effects of the 

SEC's scrutiny of IPR&D write-offs, the following hypothesis (in alternative form) is 

tested: 

H7: The announcement of an IPR&D restatement has a negative and 
significant impact upon the security returns of a restating firm. 

On the other hand, the results in Chapter 6 reflect investors' perceptions of firm 

value at the end of the acquisition quarter. The SEC's scrutiny of IPR&D received 

significant media coverage. This type of publicity causes investors to reassess firms' 

acquisition accounting and adjust their valuations of AIPRD before the firm makes an 

actual restatement announcement. In these situations, the total value change to a firm's 

stock price resulting from an IPR&D restatement is spread across several months and is 

difficult to identify in studies of short-term stock price changes. 

8.2 Methodology and Results 

In an efficient capital market, stock price changes reflect changes in expectations 

about a firm's future performance. If an event is fully anticipated, the announcement of 

the event should have no effect on stock price. If a firm announces an event that is 

perfectly unanticipated by the market, the announcement effect will equal the change in 

stock pricc due to the event. When an event is partially anticipated, a researcher cannot 
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adequately test hypotheses of the size of an event's elTects by studying the announcement 

effects alone. Although prior research has examined the stock price response to IPR&D 

restatement announcements, the methodology used by those studies may not have 

provided accurate results. 

Prior research examining income increasing restatements (Palmrose et. al. 2004) 

and IPR&D restatements (Dowdell and Press 2001) finds that restating firms experienced 

a negative 2-3% announcement market adjusted return. These studies use a simple 

market adjustment to a firm's cumulative return for a three-day window around a 

restatement announcement, but this technique may not adequately isolate changes in 

investor perceptions' of firm value related to the restatement. First, 82 of the restatement 

announcements occurred between January and April 1999 with six firms announcing 

their restatements on January 28, 1999 alone. Binder (1985) comments that if researchers 

use a market model in the form of Ru = ai + hiRmt + Ut, the residuals are not independent 

if the event occurs during the same calendar time period or if the firms are in the same or 

related industries. My sample includes both clustered events and firms concentrated in 

few industries. 

Second, for many firms, the restatement announcement was not the first 

communication of a potential IPR&D problem. Palmrose et. al. (2004) use a small 

window around the restatement announcement as the event date, whether or not the 

estimated or actual restated numbers were included in this announcement. Dowdell and 

Press (2001) define their event date as the first release annoimcing the amount of the 

restatement. Weeks or months before confirming an actual restatement, forty-five of the 
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restatement firms announced that either they were performing voluntary re-evaluations of 

their IPR&D calculations or the SEC had inquired about their acquisition accounting. 

If I restrict my event dates to a single date as in Dowdell and Press (2001), 1 will not 

capture all of the market's response to the restatement event. If IPR&D restatements 

affected investors' perceptions of firm values, then announcements of IPR&D reviews 

should also affect investors' restatement probability assessments for these firms; thus, a 

portion of any change in value of a restating firm could have occurred even before the 

confirmation of the restatement or the restatement amounts were announced. 

Third, the announcement of SEC investigations, voluntary IPR&D re-evaluations, 

or a restatement confirmation in the early months of the Restatement Period by some 

finns may have simultaneously affected investors' value perceptions of other restating 

firms with later announcement dates. As the announcement of IPR&D restatements 

increased, investors may have altered their anticipated probabilities of restatements for 

other sample firms. Further, the release of two letters to the AlCPA on September 9'*^ and 

October 9*^ (Turner 1998^ and 1998^) as well as the SEC's well-publicized crackdown on 

eamings management might also have affected investor assessments of restatement 

probabilities. 

Fourth, many of the sample firms combined their announcements of IPR&D 

reviews or restatements with announcements of other information, primarily quarterly 

and annual results. In these situations, it is not possible to isolate the portion of the return 

Not all iirms making such announcements were ultimately forced to restate. For example, People So ft in 
its 1/28/99 fourth quarter press release announced that it received a comment letter from the SEC 
concerning its acquisition accounting and IPR&D write-off. On 2/18/99, the company revealed that it 
would not have to restate its financial statements. 
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related to the IPR&D restatement from the other information. Dowdell and Press (2001) 

separate the cumulative abnormal returns (CARs) of firms with contaminated and 

uncontaniinated press releases and find that that mean return for the three-day window 

around the restatement event was -7.3% and -2.4% for the contaminated and 

uncontaniinated releases, respectively. Proper consideration of the simultaneous arrival 

of unrelated firm specific events is necessary to avoid estimation errors (Thompson 

1995). 

When a firm makes an announcement of a restatement event, in a rational market, 

the stock price reaction reflects two things: the economic impact of the restatement and 

the ex ante probability that no restatement would occur in the period (or the surprise) 

(Thompson 1985). Using a model similar to the one developed by Malatesta and 

Thompson (1985) to test stock price reactions to partially anticipated corporate 

acquisitions, I model the stock price reaction to an IPR&D restatement announcement, 

given investor anticipation of the restatement event, as follows. If 5jt is the abnormal 

return accruing to firm j because of an IPR&D restatement announcement, then the 

expected value of the announcement effect is related to the econom ic impact of the 

restatement event as illustrated by the following conditional probability: 

E { b j t \ r s )  =  ( \ - P j ) v ,  (5) 

E { S j t  I n r s )  =  - p j V ;  (6) 

where rs is a restatement event and nrs is a non-restatement event,p is the anticipated 

probability of the restatement event for firm /', and Vt is the expected economic impact of 
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a restatement event as a portion of firm value. If Vt is assumed constant, as pj increases, 

the stock price effect of the restatement announcement decreases and is a biased estimate 

of the actual economic impact of the restatement event, v,. 

If a firm's expected returns generating process is given by 

Rj t=PjRmt+^p (7)  

where Rj, and R,,,, are the returns to firm j and a market portfolio the rate of return to the 

market for time t, then combining (7) with (5) and (6) yields the following: 

R j t  =  a  J  +  p j  R y n t ^ ^ l  j  d j t  + e j t  (8) 

where dp is 1 for a restatement event at / and 0 otherwise, y,- = vj or the percent change in 

value for an announcement, and cij = -pjVj or the expectation of the abnormal return if no 

restatement announcement is made. Thus, equation (8) allows the mean of the returns 

process to shift in response to information periods. The variable yj captures unexpected 

portion of the announcement effect of a restatement event, while (aj + jj) captures the 

economic impact, expected and unexpected, of the restatement. 

Following Schipper and Thompson (1983), I operationalize (8) to allow dp to be a 

TxK matrix of information periods, is a 1 for each day in the three-day window 

surrounding an information announcement and 0 for all other days. I examine four 

separate information announcement periods that I expect will impact a firm's return yet 

still allow the intercept to capture any anticipation not captured in the other information 

variables. Since the period of my study is characterized by an extremely volatile stock 

market, especially for the high technology firms on the NASDAQ market (Schwert 
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2002), I include an industry variable to capture any systematic effects not represented by 

the market. Thus, I estimate the following equation; 

R j  =  ro+ +  I T ^ 
y=l 

where 

Rj is the daily return for firm7; 

Rvw is the CRSP value weighted market return; 

Rj is the industry return using Fama and French (1997) industry 
definitions and after eliminating the top and bottom 1 % of the 
day's returns; and 

d is a vector of S infomiation variables for firm j. 

I test two hypotheses related to H5; 

s 
Hi) • ZYs  =0 and //^ -.j, = O V .y , and I test these hypotheses under both 

5=0 

conditions where y either is fixed or varies by firm. 

For each of the four information periods I examine, I expect investors to re

evaluate the probability of restatement for firm j. Two of the information periods are 

common for the whole sample: the first public announcement of an SEC review of 

IPR&D by Envoy Corporation on August 18, 1998 (Di);^' and the first written warning 

by the SEC of its intentions to review IPR&D on September 9, 1998 (d2)p Thus, all 

Investors perceived the news of the IPR&D investigation as significant as Envoy's stock price fell 40.8% 
in the three day period surrounding this announcement. 

Clem, Cowan, and Jeffrey (2004) use a similar regression model to determine the impact of the 
regulatory scrutiny of IPR&D write-offs upon all firms in R&D intensive industries. The period of their 
study extends from September 1998 to August 1999. I use the authors' Event 1, August 21, 1998 as a 
replacement for D1 and D2. The authors contend this is the first public announcement of the SBC's 
consideration of limits on IPR&D. Although the authors find a negative market response to this date for 
their sample, T do not find a negative and significant coefficient on this date nor do I find that the inclusion 
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firms have the same D1 and D2. The other two information dates are firm specific. I 

include the date of an announcement of an IP R&D review and the potential to restate 

(DJ) as well as the restatement date itself {D4). To find these dates, I performed searches 

for each firm in Lexus-Nexis and ProQuest looking for firm press releases between 

August 1998 and My 1999. If a firm did not make a public announcement of its 

restatement, then I use the restated 10-K or 10-Q filing date for D4. I find forty-five 

firms have a D3 and all firms have D4. 

Tabic 7 shows the results of running (9) for the 251 days between August 1, 1998 

and July 30, 1999 for 92 restatement firms. Seven firms do not have CRSP information 

available for the whole period and are dropped from the sample. I estimate the model 

under five scenarios: pooled OLS, weighted portfolio of individual firm OLS parameters, 

GLS, individual firm OLS and seemingly unrelated regression (SIJR). The first three 

methods constrain the firms to have identical information parameters while the latter two 

allow the estimation of firm specific parameters. The pooled OLS regression does not 

consider the contemporaneous correlations resulting from common sample time periods 

and similar industries. Therefore, 1 perform the regressions using the weighted portfolio 

method suggested by Schipper and Thompson (1983) where each firm's parameter 

estimates are weighted by the diagonal elements of the inverse of the covariance matrix 

estimated from the individual OLS regressions. I also estimate the model using Feasible 

Generalized Least Squares (FGLS) which also uses the covariance matrix estimated from 

of this date changes the results reported in Tables 7 and 8. Thus, the results using August 21. 1998 are not 
tabulated. 
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individual OLS regressions as an estimate for E. Because the FGLS regression utilizes 

all rows and columns of the estimate of Z, this method may better control for the 

contemporaneous correlation of the sample errors. 

Panel A presents the results from running these regressions using only D4 to 

approximate the single event date results reported by Dowdell and Press (2001). The 

pooled OLS regression indicates a -1% (t=-2.67) return on the restatement 

announcement date compared to the -2% found by the authors. Both of the hypothesis 

tests are rejected. However, neither the weighted portfolio nor FGLS results indicates a 

significant return on the restatement date nor do these methods reject the hypothesis tests. 

Using individual OLS regressions, only 12 firms report significantly negative coefficients 

on D4 while 18 firms report significantly negative D4 coefficients using SUR. Since the 

D4 announcements are contaminated for many of these firms, it is not possible to 

attribute the significance of these coefficients directly to the IPR&D restatement 

announcement. 

Table 7 Panel B presents the results when all information variables are included in 

the model. Again, the pooled OLS model predicts a return of nearly -1% (/=-2.68) on the 

restatement announcement date (D4), but neither the weighted portfolio nor the FGLS 

method concurs with this result. Few firms individually report negative returns on the 

individual information dates. Since many of the D4 announcements are confounded with 

other information such as quarterly financial releases, it is difficult to determine whether 

the sign of the individual firm returns are related to the restatement announcement or the 

other information. 
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Contrary to the results presented in Clem, Cowan, and Jeffrey (2004), I do not 

find negative significance for the any of the public announcement dates {d1 and D2 and 

alternative dates). However, the authors examined the reaction of an entire industry to 

the public announcements while I include an variable to capture the daily industry return 

in addition to the daily market return. Therefore if the coefficient on the daily industry 

return. Pa, captures the negative industry response identified by Clem, Cowan and Jeffrey 

(2004), then I do not provide evidence that the restating firms experienced any additional 

negative price reactions on these dates. 

Table 8 presents the results for the same models run on the 29 firms who make 

public "non-contaminated" restatement announcements. If investors view IPR&D 

restatement announcements as negative information and if there is no other information 

concurrently released by the company, then I expect to find more negative and significant 

parameter results on D4 when models are run for the uncontaminated firms alone. The 

pooled OLS regression indicates that D4 decreases to -1.4% (;=-2.37) under this 

scenario. However, when the contemporaneous correlations are considered, the 

significance of D4 disappears. As in Table 7, few firms individually report negative 74 

coefficients. When all infonnation variables are included, the OLS model again reports a 

-1.4% (f=-2.30) return on the restatement announcement date but a positive 1.1 % 

(f=l .79) around the release of the SEC's guidance. Again, neither the weighted portfolio 

nor the FGLS method indicates that any information data significantly affects the stock 

prices of the sample firms. 
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Since the restatement armouncements in Table 8 are uncontaminated, I assume 

that the individual firm coefficients on D4 are primarily caused by the restatement 

announcement. What individual characteristics differentiate the five firms reporting 

negative returns for D4 ? I examine the descriptive statistics of the twenty-nine firms in 

Table 8 to see if the five firms are larger (total assets), make more material acquisitions 

(purchase price to total assets), make higher allocations to IPRD (%1PRD) or have higher 

growth expectations (book to market ratio) (results not tabulated). The mean negative 

retum firm did make more material acquisitions (46% v. 22%, t=2.36) and allocated a 

higher proportion of the purchase price to IPR&D (70% v. 54%, /=3.()5). I did not 

observe any size or book-to-market differences for these firms. 

When a firm makes an announcement of an internal or SEC investigation of 

IPR&D charges, investors will change their probability assessment of a potential 

restatement and change their valuations of a firm accordingly. Thus, D4 announcement 

dates for the publicly announced investigation firms (IF) may systematically includc less 

of a surprise effect than restatement announcements by the no publicly announced 

investigation firms (NIF). The previous two tables do not allow for different valuation 

assessments on D4 between IF and NIF. Therefore, Table 9 presents the results of the 

models run on firms with D3 information available for the forty five IF firms. If a firm 's 

announcement of an investigation of its IPR&D reporting causes an investor to change 

his probability assessments regarding a restatement, assuming the investor views an 

IPR&D restatement negatively, then I expect a negative coefficient on d3. If this 
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reaction is correct and the confirmed restatement does not provide additional information, 

then 1 would not expect a reaction to the announcement D4. 

In Table 9, D3 is not significant in the pooled OLS model while D4 reports a -

1.4% (/=-2.84) return upon a restatement announcement. On an individual firm basis, 

both the OLS and SUR models indicate that more firms report negative returns on D4 

than firms which reported positive returns. The coefficient on the D3, on the othcrhand, 

is not significant in any model indicating that the investigation announcement did not 

systematically meet with a negative reaction in the market. However, many of the firms 

included the investigation announcement within other information; thus the IPR&D 

investigation announcement returns are not separable from the reaction to the other 

information concurrently reported. Therefore, in Panel B, I estimate the same model for 

the 25 firms that make a D3 announcement and report D4 uncontaniinated by other 

information. In all models, the restatement announcement generates more negative 

returns than a IPR&D investigation announcement. Individual firm regressions indicate 

that 60% (?=2.5()) of the sample firms report negative returns upon the restatement 

announcement; however, SUR results are insignificant. 

In summary, contrary to the results reported in Dowdell and Press (2001) and 

Clem, Cowan, and Jeffrey (2004), I do not find an overwhelmingly negative response to 

the public announcements of the SEC's initiative, firm announced IPR&D investigations 

or firm confirmations of restatements. Tables 7-9 show that for a few firms the 

announcement IPR&D restatement caused significant negative declines in the stock price. 

The firms that do experience a negative reaction to a restatement announcement make 
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more material acquisitions and then allocate a higher proportion of the intangible 

premium to IPR&D. The negative returns for these firms are so significant that they 

could cause a researcher running a simple market model to conclude that, on average, 

there is a negative price reaction to IPR&D restatement announcements. However, once 

the contemporaneous correlations within the restatement sample are adequately 

controlled for, IPR&D restatement announcements have very little market impact. 
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CH APTER 9 - CONCLUSION 

This paper uses several approaches to assess the impact of the SEC's scrutiny of 

firms' purchase accounting and IPR&D write-offs. First, IPR&D is valued as an asset by 

investors despite the accounting treatment of these costs. As the acquisition becomes 

more material to the acquiring firm, I report evidence that investors have valuation 

preferences for IPR&D versus goodwill. It does not appear that the investors identified 

the overstating firms ex ante. I also provide evidence that the benefits of the immediate 

write-off of the intangible premium in terms of higher reported earnings in the future 

appears to motivate managers to overstate IPR&D. The restating firms report weaker 

future performance than the non-restating firms which supports the assertion that firms 

overstate IPR&D to improve future financial results. Larger firms making more material 

acquisitions are more likely to restate IPR&D valuations than other firms consistent with 

the SEC more closely scrutinizing larger firms to gain more publicity for its cause. 

Although the popular business media lamented the potential economic effects of 

the SEC's initiatives, I find weak evidence, on average, that restating firms suffered 

significant decreases in stock price as only a few firms reported large negative price 

reactions. Acquisition materiality and proportion of the purchase price allocated to 

IPR&D appear to affect the response to a restatement announcement, although, for the 

most part, investors do not appear not misled by the overstatement of IPR&D as claimed 

by the SEC. 

This study is subject to limitations. At time of paper, FASB did not require firms 

to provide detailed disclosures of the elements of goodwill and other intangible assets. 
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While some of the sample fims provide explicit presentations of the individual intangible 

assets and their expected useful lives, others merely provide an aggregate sum and a 

range of the depreciable lives. If there are valuation differences between intangible assets 

and goodwill, the models presented above cannot capture these differences. Secondly, 

IPR&D represents an outflow of acquired costs from the current period while intangible 

assets cumulate activity from a period of years which may differ significantly from firm 

to firm. Again, the differential accounting treatment of my variables of interest could 

affect the conclusion drawn in this study. SFAS 142 requires more detailed and separate 

disclosures of intangible assets and goodwill and should improve the quality of data 

available for future studies on intangible assets. Finally, the restated financials of most 

restating firms include significant increases to the quantity and quality of information 

provided about the IPR&D calculations. For example, the original 10-Q filed by Adaptec 

Inc. for the quarter ended June 30,1998 states that the IPR&D amount of $65.8 million 

"was based on independent appraisals" while the restated quarterly report details are 

presented in Exhibit 1. The change in disclosure levels could affect the conclusions 

drawn above. 

This study makes several contributions. First, I provide an in-depth analysis of a 

highly publicized regulatory event. Despite the media hype to the contrary, the reduction 

in the IPR&D write-offs, for the most part, did not have significant negative 

consequences. Secondly, I provide evidence that links IPR&D overstatements with 

earnings management motivations, supporting the contentions of the SEC. Finally, I 

provide evidence that supports FASB's proposed indefinite life intangible asset treatment 
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of IPR&D. Since the current treatment of goodwill and the future treatment of IPR&D 

require impairment tests that rely fair value assessments with subjective inputs, 

management can continue to use its intangible premium allocation as an earnings 

management tool. Instead of making the immediate decision to overstate IPR&D and 

expense the intangible premium immediately, a manager may now elect instead to 

overstate goodwill and postpone intangible premium impairment indefinitely. When the 

proposed amendment to sfas142 takes effect, further studies using the improved 

disclosures and parallel treatment of IPR&D and goodwill will enhance our 

understanding of the use of earnings management techniques and intangible asset 

valuations. 



Table 1 
Panel A: Descriptive Statistics of the Restatement and Non-restatement Samples 

n Mean S.D. Lower 
Qiiartile 

Median Upper 
Quartile 

Non-restatement Sample 

(rniJlions) 278 760.8 2,015.4 43.3 102.0 405.1 

(millions) 267 2,068.2 6,047.3 109.5 259.0 1,144.9 

Acq Price (miHions) 278 150.6 503.8 8.0 17.6 67.2 

IPRD (niiUions) 278 57.3 239.7 4.2 9.5 28.9 

ln(MV/BV),., 264 1.219 0.631 0.747 1.229 1.698 

Acq Price / TAt.i 278 0.473 0.823 0.059 0.180 0.447 

IPRD / Acq Price 278 0.579 0.291 0.325 0.632 0.818 
RSIPRD / Acq Price 278 0.579 0.291 0.325 0.632 0.818 

Restatement Sample 

TAj.] (millions) 98 379.8 "• 563.8 57.0 136.7 370.3 

MVt.i (miffions) 96 957.2 1,352.3 133.0 358.0 1,057.5 

Acq Price (niiuions) 99 120.3 268.7 9.7 31.3 • 99.7 

IPRD (millions) 99 46.9 77.3 6.2 16.2 44.7 

ln(MV/BV)t., 94 1.284 0.600 0.811 1.336 1.711 

Acq Price / TAt-i 99 0.397 0.423 0.149 0.246 •• 0.462 

IPRD / Acq Price 99 0.572 0.243 0.352 0.599 0.770 
RSIPRD / Acq Price 99 0.249 0.150 0.139 0.230 0.340 

SEC Restatement Sub-sample 

! ($ millions) 37 501.7 634.0 57.0 186.6 •" 641.7 

M^t-1 ($ millions) 37 1,332.0 1,621.5 136.9 784.9 • 1,538.4 

Acq Price millions) 37 210.0 387.8 26.3 59,9 ... 155.9 

IPRD f J millions) 37 84.6 ••• 105.5 16.0 39.2 *•* 99.6 

lii(MV/BV)t., 36 1.340 0.569 0.854 1.385 1,877 

Acq Price / TAf., 37 0.490 0.456 0.230 0.341 •"'* 0.562 
IPRD / Acq Price 37 0,638 0.224 0.512 0.684 0.758 
RSIPRD / Acq Price 37 0.257 •" 0.150 0.161 0.207 0.340 

Variable Definitions: TAm are total assets at the end of ffae year prior to the acquisition; MVn is the market value of equity 

at the end of the year prior to the acquisition; AcqPrice is the consideration given plus the liabilities assumed for the target 

finn(s) in year t; IPRD is the sum of the IPR&D originally expensed for all acquisitions in year /; BVt., is the book value of 

the turn at the end of the year prior to the acquisition; RSIPRJD is the IPR&D remaining after the restatement or the 
acceptable estimation of IPR&D. All outlying variables are windorsized to three standard deviations from the mean. Firms 
reporting BV,,,<0 are excluded from (MV/BV),.,. If a restating firm reported that the restatement was made after an SEC 

inquiry or comment letter, then the firm is included in tlie SEC Suhsample! *. **, and *** denote two-tail significance 
levels between the restated and non-restated samples at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively using two-sample t-tests (for 
mean) and two-sample Wilcoxon rank sums tests (for median). 
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Panel B: Industry Composition and Relation to % DP R&D of the 

Restating and Nonrestating Firms 

Nonrestating Restating Nonrestating Restating 

n % n % %IPRD %IPRD VoRSIPRD 

Business Services 92 33.1% 44 44.4% 0.500 0.628 0.271 

Computers 44 15.8% 12 12.1% 0.722 0.612 0.276 

Electronic Equipment 34 12.2% 18 18.2% 0.403 0.595 0.305 

Pharmaceuticals 33 11.9% 3 3.0% 0.356 0.271 0.118 

Lab Equipment 15 5.4% 5 5.1% 0.300 0.588 0.230 

Medical Equipment 13 4.7% 3 3.0% 0.283 0.392 0.061 

Other 47 16.9% 14 14.1% 0.258 0.429 0.159 

278 99 

Panel C: Auditor Composition and Relation to %IPR&D of the 

Restating and Nonrestating Firms 

Nonrestating Restating Nonrestating Restating 

n % n % %IPRD HIPRD VoRSIPRD 

Ernst & Young 75 27.0% 27 27.3% 0.541 0.587 0.228 

Arthur Andersen 46 16.5% 13 13.1% 0.603 0.645 0.296 

KPMG 39 14.0% 15 15.2% 0.548 0.522 0.315 

PWC 83 29.9% 30 30.3% 0.611 0.554 0.250 

Deloitte & Touche 26 9.4% 13 13.1% 0.548 0.561 0.179 

Other 9 3.2% 1 1.0% 0.682 0.676 0.125 

278 99 

Indiistr>' definitions follow Fama & French (1997). %IPRD is the original ffR&D amount divided by the acquisition 

cost. %RSIPRB is the restated IPR&D amount to the acquisition cost. 



TABLE 2 

Future Performance Comparison of the Non-restating and Restating Firms 

Non-Restatement Sample Restatement Sample 

n Mean S.D. Lower 

Quartile 

Median Upper 

Quartile 

n Mean S.D. Lower 

Quartile 

Median Upper 

Quartile 

Year t + 1 

ROA 246 -0.065 0.578 -0.088 0.042 0.141 89 -0.006 0.222 -0.094 0.000 0.110 

OROA 246 -0.025 0.525 -0.088 0.047 0.150 89 0.018 0.221 -0.098 -0.002 0.157 

Year t +2 

ROA 223 -0.037 0.537 -0.079 0.069 0.194 81 -0.019 0.297 -0.099 0.024 0.192 

OROA 223 0.032 0.328 -0.053 0.086 0.193 81 0.011 0.240 -0.114 0.033 ** 0.197 

OPGRWA_MV 207 0.010 0.112 -0.033 0.016 0.057 73 -0.008 0.101 -0.046 -0.014 '* 0.033 

OPGRWABV 218 0.043 0.949 -0.137 0.068 0.244 76 -0.083 0.781 -0.253 -0.065 0.120 

OPGRW_MV 210 -0.010 0.160 -0.042 0.013 0.044 76 -0.029 0.120 -0.078 

p
 

o
 0.026 

OPGRW_BV 220 -0.095 1.236 -0.161 0.053 0.211 79 -0.198 * 0.840 -0.319 -0.064 ** 0.104 

Year t + 3 

ROA 209 -0.013 0.391 -0.090 0.075 0.173 69 -0.148 0.501 -0.221 0.015 *' 0.136 

OROA 209 0.022 0.328 -0.054 0.073 0.186 69 -0.030 0.275 -0.150 0.006 *' 0.143 

OPGRWA_MV 195 -0.009 0.168 -0.070 0.009 0.065 62 -0.021 0.164 -0.067 -0.026 0.028 

OPGRWA_BV 204 -0.019 1.238 -0.261 0.049 0.326 66 -0.403 2.526 -0.364 -0.092 ** 0.097 

OPGRW_MV 198 -0.039 0.255 -0.077 -0.002 0.058 66 -0.084 * 0.265 -0.081 -0,039 *** 0.014 

OPGRW_BV 205 -0.045 1.767 -0.291 -0.002 0.220 68 -0.435 1.718 -0.451 -0.189 0.043 

All variables are constructed in relation to acquisition year t and extreme obseivations outside three standard deviations of the mean are 

eliminated. OCF MV - operating cash flows as reported on the Statement of Cash Flows divided by the market value of the assets at the end 

of prior year. OCFBV - operating cash flows as reported on the Statement of Cash Flows divided by the book value of the assets at the end 

of the prior year. ROA is net income before e?draordinary items divided by average assets adjusted by the Fama-French industry median 

ROA. OROA is operating income divided by average assets adjusted by the Fama-French industry median. OPGRWA MV - operating 
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earnings before depreciation, amortization and special items reported in the performance year, less operating income before 

depreciation/amortization and special items reported in year t+1, divided by market value of tlie assets at the end of the prior year. 

OPGRWA_BV - operating earnings before depreciation/ amor-tization and special items reported in the performance year, less operating 

income before depreciation/amortization and special items reported in the performance year, di\ided by the book value of the assets at the end of 

the prior year. OPGRW MV - operating earnings reported in the performance year less operating income reported in year t+1, divided b|y 

market value of the assets at the end of the prior year. OPGRW_BV - operating earnings reported in the performance year less operating 

income reported in t+1, divided by the market \'alue of the assets at the end of the prior year. *, **, *** denote two-tail significance levels 

between the restated and non-restated samples at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively using two-sample t-tests (for mean) and two-samplje 

Wilcoxon rank sums tests (for median). 



TABLE 3 
Quarterly Regressions Examining the Value-Relevance of IPR&D (White t statistics in parentheses) 

Panel A: 

MV, = ao + ajEi, + azIPRDiq + ajIPRDi, ^ RS + a4ASSETi„ + ajLIAB^ + ag lAjq + a7lAiq * RS + agSW;, + ap #SHRS, + a,oRS + e,, 

an a, "2 aj a. as "6 a? ag ag aio ADJR^ 

«=557 0.557 
(3.77)*" 

H„: (X; = (If, 

0.140 
(2.93)*" 

0.121 
(3.22)"* 

(p=0.20) 

0.731 -0.192 0.049 
(9.58)*" (-2.76)*" (1.27) 

0.358 0.614 0.228 0.86 
(4.23)*" (10.19)'" (2.93)*" 

«=557 0.519 0.125 0.117 0.002 0.736 -0.199 0.068 -0.068 0.355 0.613 0.423 0.86 
(3.39)*" (2.55)" (2.79)*" (0.02) (9.66)*" (-2,86)*" (1,60) (-1,25) (4,20)*" (10,21)*" (2,29)" 

Ho 

Ho 

a2 = ttg (p=0,47) 

(a2 + as) - (ae + a7) (p=0.20) 

Panel B: 

MVj, = Po + PiEj, + P^RSIPRDj, + PaAIPRDj, + P4ASSETi, 4- P3LIAB., + pg lA., + p^SWj, + Pg #SHRSi,+ e., 

PT^ PI PJ p; p^ p^ PT PS ADJF" 

__ 0,533 0,138 0.088 0.033 0.731 ^^oT^ 0.042 0.327 0.617 ol6 
(3.63)*" (2.75)*" (2.31)" (3.79)*" (9.66)*" (-2.40)" (1.20) (3.95)*" (10.39)*" 

H „ : P , =  P „  ( p = 0 . 3 9 5 )  

HP: P2 = P3 (P=0.143) 

Variable Definitions: E is earnings before extraordinary items and discontinued Derations; IPRD is the in-process R&D written off in the 

period of acquisition. For restatement firms, this is the original amount reported. AIPRB is the difference between the original and restated 

amounts for the restated firms and 0 for the nonrestating firms. RSIPRD = IPRD - AIPRD; ASSETS are tangible assets or total assets less lA; 

LIAB is long-tenn debt and cun-ent liabilities reported at the end of quarter </; lA is goodwill and intangible assets reported on the quarteiiy 
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balance sheet; SW is a software dummy of 1 for firms in the 737X SIC code and 0 for all others. #SHRS is the number of common shai-es 

outstanding at the end of quarter q; MV is the market value of the firm at the end of q; RS is an indicator variable which measures 1 for a firm 

in the restatement subsample and 0 othenvise. All fmancial statement variables except earnings are transformed using the natural log function. 

E is standardized using the sample mean and standard deviation. Panel A excludes all firms reporting IPR&D < $1 million and IA<$1 million. 

Panel B excludes all firms reporting AIPRD < $1 million. 



TABLE 4 
Quarterly Regressions Examining the Value-Relevance of IPR&D for Large Acquisitions 

(Purchase Price >10% * Total Assets t,i) (White? statistics in parentheses) 

Panel A: 

MV,q = ao + aiEiq + aalPRDjq + ajIPRDj, * RS + a^ASSETj, + asLIABj^ + ag lAjq + a7lA,q * RS + agSW.^ + ag #SHRSiq+ UjoRS + 

o-o 0.2 "3 a4 "5 a« (X-J ttg ^*10 ADJR'' 

n=229 0.559 0.192 0.292 0.582 -0.113 0.059 0.274 0.559 0.230 0.81 
(2.62)"' (3.21)"' (4.77)*" (5.80)"' (-1.24) (1.13) (2.49)" (7.05)'" (2.46)"' 

Ho: a2 = ag (p=0.00) 

n=229 0.524 0.177 0.272 0.080 0.582 -0.129 0.109 -0.152 Q.212 0.558 0.435 0.83 
(2.38)" (2.98)'" (4.16)"' (0.85) (5.8S)'" (-1.42) (1.92)' (2.21)" (2.5)" (7.11) (1.89)' 

Ho: a2 = a.e (p=0.08) 

Ho: {0-2 + TTJ) = ("6 + a?) (p=0.00) 

Panel B: 

MV.,= Po + PiE.a + PzRSIPRDi, + P3AIPRD., • + P4ASSETi„ + P5LIAB iq + P6 lAig + P7SW., + Pg#SHRS.,+ e,. 

Po Pi P2 P3 P4 Ps P6 P7 P8 ADJR^ 

n=224 0.586 0.178 0.215 0.142 0.653 -0.144 0.046 0.291 0.569 0.81 
(2.61) (2.88)"' (3.65)" (3.96)"' (6.30)'" (-1.54) (0.85) (2.59)'" (7.02}"' 

Ho: P2 = P6 (p=0.039) 

H„: p2 = p3 (p=0.231) 

Variable Definitions: E is earnings before extraordinary items and discontinued Derations; IPRD is the in-process R&D written off in the period 

of acquisition. For restatement firms, this is the original amount reported. AIPRD is the difference between the original and restated amounts for 

the restated firms and 0 for the nonrestating firms. RSIPRD = IPRD - ,fMPRD; ASSETS are tangible assets or total assets less LA; LIAB is long-
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term debt and current liabilities reported at the end of quarter q; lA is goodwill and intangible assets reported on the quarterly balance sheet; SW is 

a software dummy of 1 for firms in the 737X SIC code and 0 for all others, #SHRS is the number of common shares outstanding at the end of 

quarter q; MV is the market value of the firm at the end of q; RS is an indicator variable which measures 1 for a firm in the restatement subsample 

and 0 otherwise. All financial statement variables except earnings are transformed using the natural log ftinction. E is standardized using the 

sample mean and standard de-viation. Panel A excludes all firms reporting IPR&D < $ 1 million and IA<$ 1 million. Panel B excludes all firms 

reporting AIPRD < $ 1 million. 



TABLE 5 
Pearson / Spearman Correlation Coefficients 

Full Sample of 377 Firms (99 Restating Firms) 

RS lATA SIZE %IPRD 0R0A;+3 SFELE CAPINT D/A HINDEX IND 

RS 1.000 0.139 0.060 -0.010 -0.141 
HtJi! 

0.034 0.042 -0.025 0.037 0,125 

lATA 0,206 1.000 -0.249 
if:** 

0.186 -0.142 0.107 0.014 0.042 0.011 0,026 

SIZE 0,078 -0.279 
Hit* 

1.000 -0.107 0.362 0.240 0.007 -0.009 0.042 -0.031 

% IPRD -0,024 0.022 -0.099 
A 

1.000 -0.166 0.014 -0.088 
t. 

-0.207 
*** 

-0,101 
* 

0.138 
*** 

OROAf+3 -0,204 
A A A  

-0.123 
ft* 

0.332 
A A A  

-0.084 1.000 -0.037 -0.084 0.036 0,000 -0.119 
* 

SFILE 0.034 0.152 
A A A  

0,246 
A A A  

0.013 -0.073 1.000 0.087 -0.026 -0,071 0,006 

CAPINT -0.023 -0.061 0.114 
AA 

-0.095 
A 

0.040 0.028 1.000 -0.009 0.069 0.064 

D/A -0.035 0.057 0,065 -0.306 
A A A  

0.047 0,046 0,333 
A A A  

1.000 0,114 -0.262 
*!!!'!! 

HINDEX 0.037 -0.020 -0.010 -0,123 
AA 

0,049 -0,073 0.082 0.141 1.000 -0.059 

IND 0.125 
•tsit 

0.009 -0.022 0.118 
A A 

-0.145 
AA 

0,006 -0,360 
A A A  

-0,325 
*** 

-0.087 
* 

1.000 

Spearman correlations are in bold. Variable definitions are as follows: RS is an indicator variable where a restatement firm = 1 and 

non-restatement firm=0; SIZE is the natural log of the market \alue...;; %1PRD is the proportion of the purchase price which was 

allocated to in-process research and development (original allocation for restatement firm) / acquisition price; OROA,., is measured 

as net income before extraordinary' items / total average assets in the third year following the acquisition; SFILE is an indicator 



TABLE 5 - Continued 

variable which is measured as 1 if the firm has filed an S-1, S-3, or S-4 with the SEC within one year of the acquisition date and 0 

otherwise; CAPINT is the ratio of tangible assets to revenue^;; D/A is the debt to equity ratio calculated as (debt in current 

liabilities + long-term debt) / Stockholders Equity; HINDEX is the Hirschman-Herfmdahl index or H-index which measures 

industrv- concentration at the end of the preceeding year; IND is an indicator variable measured as 1 for firms in the Business 

Seniccs, Computer or Electronics industries and 0 otherwise. All variables for restatement firms except ROA are measured before 

restatement. *, **, *** indicate correlations are significant to the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels respectively. 
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Table 6 
Two Stage Sequential Partial Observability Probit Model 

of IPR&D Restatements {t ratio in parentheses) 

All Observations 

Two Stage Model 

Prediction Pr|OS=l| PrfRS=l\OS=l] 

Intercept 

LATA 

ROA^+5 

SIZE 

CAPINT 

HINDEX 

D/A 

INDUSTRY 

%IPRD 

SFILE 

- /  +  

-0.025 
(0.022) 

7.463 
(2.69) • 

-3.781 

(-2.05) ' 

-0.168 
(-1.09) 

0.305 
(1.05) 

0.819 
(0.48) 

0.450 
(0.18) 

-1.900 
(-2.98) • 

0.297 
(2,63) ' 

0.463 
(1.81) 

-0.096 
(-0.19) 

-0.247 
(-1.02) 

N (RS Firms) 260 (68) 

Log Likelihood -128.80*"* 

Prediction Rate: 56.5% 

Firms Predicted Correctly; 

Restatement 55 

No Restatement 92 

Variable definitions are as follows: lATA is the acquisition intangible premium 

(purchase pricc less tangible assets) divided by total assets. OROA,, j is operating 

return on assets calculated in the third year following the acquisition. SIZE is 

measured as the natural log of the firm's market value at the end of t. CAPINT is 

the ratio of tangible assets to revenueq+,; D/A is the debt to equity ratio calculated 

as (debt in current liabilities + long-term debt) / Stockholders Equity; HINDEX is 



Table 6 - Continued 

the Hirschman-Herfindalil index or H-index which measures industiy 

concentration at the end of the prccccding year; IND is an indicator variable which 

measures 1 for firms in the business services, computer or electronics industries 

and 0 otherwise. %IPRD is the proportion of tlie original allocation of IPR&D to 

tlie acquisition purchase price. S FILE is an indicator variable which measures 1 



TABLE 7 

Parameter Estimates of the Information Periods 
of 92 IPR&D Restating Firms 

4 
Rj /h.Ri+^7sdjs + Bj 

S=1 

Panel A: Restatement Date Only: 

To Yi 72 Y4 Sy=0 all y=0 

Pooled OLS 

23092 obs 

0.0006 

(1.49) 

-0.0096 

(-2.67**) 

X'=8.57 X'=6.36 

Weighted Portfolio 

92 firms 

0.0004 

(0.95) 

0.0021 

(0.57) 

7>0.47 X-1-37 

FGLS 

92 firms 

0.0005 

(1.94)* 

-0.0019 

(-0.93) 

X^=0.49 X=4.28 

Individual OLS (N=92) 

Firms + and significant 

Firms - and significant 

% Firms Negative 

z- statistic 

1 

0 

44.6% 

(-1.04) 

7 

12 

59.8% 

(1.87)* 

17 

59.8% 

(1.87)* 

12 

SUR (N=92) 

Firms + and significant 

Firms - and significant 

% Firms Negative 

z- statistic 

0 

1 

44.6% 

(-1.04) 

14 

18 

48.9% 

(-0.21) 

30 

47.8% 

(-0.42) 

23 

Regressions estimated over 251 days between 8/1/1998 and 7/30/1999. Rj is the daily return to 

firm j while Rvw and R; are the CRSP value weighted and industry returns respectively for day 1. 

Weights for the weighted portfolio equal the inverse of the estimated covariance matrix 

estimated from individual OLS regressions. *, **, *** indicate significance at the 0.10, 0.05, 

and 0.01 levels respectively. Firms detailed in the individual regressions report statistics 

significant to at least the 0.10 level. 



TABLE 7 - Continued 
Parameter Estimates of the Information Periods 

of 92 IPR&D Restating Firms 
4 

II + (kRvM,+PiRi+Hrsdj,+ej 
S=1 

Panel B: All Information Variables: 

Yo Yi Y2 Y4 
£7=0 all Y=0 

Pooled OLS 0.0006 -0.0021 0.0037 -0.0096 7;= 1.42 x'=9.93 

22080 obs (1.53) (-0.59) (1.01) (-2.68**) 

Weighted Portfolio 0.0004 -0.0028 0.0027 0.0021 X'=0-22 X=2.85 

92 finns (0.97) (-0.76) (0.75) (0.57) 

FGLS 0.0005 -0.0026 0.0027 -0.0020 

0
 

11 X'=7.53 

92 firms (1.99)** (-1.16) (1.22) (-0.96) 

Individual OLS (N=92) Ho Rejected (pcO.lO) 

Firms + and significant 3 0 ^ 4 7 12 7 

Firms - and significant 0 2 3 12 

% Firms Negat ive 45.7% 45.7% 42.4% 59.8% 51.1% 

z- statistic (-0.83) (-0,83) (-1.45) (1.87*) (0.21) 

SUR (N=92) Ho Rejected (p<0.10) 

Firms + and significant 1 0 5 7 14 16 

Firms - and significant 0 2 4 12 

% Firms Negative 42.4% 45.7% 43.5% 48.9% 51.1% 

z- statistic (-1.46) (-0.83) (-1.25) (-0.21) (0.21) 

Regressions estimated over 251 days between 8/1/1998 and 7/30/1999. Rj is the daily return to lirm 

j while Rvw and R, are the CRSP value weighted and industry returns respectively for day t. Weight: 

for the weighted portfolio equal tlie inverse of the estimated covariance matrix estimated from 

individual OLS regressions. *, **, *** indicate significance at the 0.10, 0.05, and 0.01 levels 

respectively. Firms detailed in the individual regressions report statistics significant to at least the 

0.10 level. 



TABLE 8 
Parameter Estimates of the Information Periods of 29 rPR«&D 
Restating Firms Confirming Restatements in IJncontaminated 

Public Announcements 

S=L 
Panel A: Restatement Date Only: 

Yo Ti Y2 Y4 
Ey=0 all y=0 

Pooled OLS 

7279 Observations 

0.0000 

(0.09) 

-0.0143 

(-2.37)** 

X'=5.65 x'=5.65 

Weighted Portfolio 

29 firms 

0.0000 

(0.14) 

-0.0138 

(-1.54) 

X'=1.61 X'=1.73 

FGLS 

29 firms 

0.0002 

(0.311) 

0.0018 

(0.42) 

X=0.17 x'=0.42 

Individual OLS (N=29) 

Firms + and significant 

Firms - and significant 

% Firms Negative 

z- statistic 

1 

0 

48.3% 

(-0.19) 

3 ' 

5 

51.7% 

(0.19) 

Ho Rejected (p<0.10) 

8 5 

55.2% 

(0.58) 

SUR (N=29) 

Firms + and significant 

Firms - and significant 

% Firms Negative 

z- statistic 

1 

0 

48.3% 

(-0.19) 

3 

6 

51.7% 

(0.19) 

Ho Rejected (p'^M.lO) 

9 5 

55.2% 

(0.58) 

Regressions estimated over 251 days between 8/1/1998 and 7/30/1999. R, is the daily return to 

firm j while R™ and R, are the CRSP value weighted and industry returns respectively for day 

t. Weights for the weighted portfolio equal the inverse of the estimated covariancc matrix 

estimated from individual OLS regressions. *, **, *** indicate significance at the 0.10, 0.05, 

and 0.01 levels respectively. 



TABLE 8 - Continued 
Parameter Estimates of the Information Periods of 29 IPR&D 
Restating Firms Confirming Restatements in Uncontaminated 

Public Announcements 

4 

Rj =To + A'A-h + /h^s+Hrsdj,, +ej 
S=L 

Panel B: All information variables 

Yo Yi Y2 Y4 
SY=O all 7=0 

Pooled OLS -0.0002 0.0062 0.0110 -0.0140 X'=0.08 x'=9.92 

7279 Observations (-0.27) (1.03) (1.79)* (-2.3)*' 

Weighted Portfolio 0.0000 -0.0011 0.0070 -0.0074 X'=0.02 X-2.86 

29 firms (0.22) (-0.18) (1.14) (-1.23) 

FGLS 0.0001 -0.0007 0.0071 0.0019 X'=L09 X-2.51 

29 firms (0.223) (-0.15) (1.52) (0.44) 

Individual OLS (N=29) 5 3 

Finns + and significant 1 0 2 3 

Firms - and significant 0 1 1 5 

% Firms Negative 55.2% 27.6% 31.0% 58.6% 41.4% 

z- statistic (0.55) (-2.41)** (-2.04)*' (0.93) (-0.93) 

SLIR (N=29) 5 5 

Firms + and significant 1 0 2 3 

Finns - and significant 0 1 1 5 

% Firms Negative 55.2% 31.0% 31.0% 51.7% 34.5% 

z- statistic (0.55) (-2.04)** (-2.04)'" (0.19) (-1.67) 

Regressions estimated over 251 days between 8/1/1998 and 7/30/1999. R, is the daily return 

to firm j while R^, and R, are the CRSP value weighted and industry returns respectively for 

day t. Weights for the weighted portfolio equal the inverse of the estimated covariance 

matrix estimated from individual OLS regressions. *, **, *** indicate significance at the 

0.10, 0.05, and 0.01 levels respectively. 



TABLE 9 
Parameter Estimates of the Information Periods of Restating 

Firms Announcing an Investigation into IPR&D (D3) 
4 

Jij =Yq + +fh.^i+^7sdjs + ej 
S=L 

Panel A: 45 firms announcing IPR&D investigation 

Yo T3 Y4 EY=0 all Y=0 

Pooled OLS 0.0003 -0.0059 -0.0143 X'=8-02 '/>9,47 

11,215 Observations (0.47) (-1.18) (-2.84)'" 

Weighted Portfolio 0.0001 -0.0075 -0.0020 X'=1.77 x'=2.39 

45 fims (0.22) (-1,50) (0.39) 

FGLS 0.0002 -0,0020 -0.0040 X'=l-31 X=1.55 

45 firms (0,34) (-0,55) (-1.11) 

Individual OLS (N=45) Ho Rejected (p<0.10) 

Firms + and significant 1 6 3 15 11 

Firms - and significant 0 3 6 

% Firms Negative 44.4% 57.8% 66.7% 57.8% 

z- statistic -0.75 1,04 2.23** 0.75 

SUR (N=45) Ho Rejected (p<0.10) 

Finns + and significant 1 7 5 14 16 

Firms - and significant 0 6 10 

% Firms Negative 44.4% 44.4% 64.4% 55.5% 

z- statistic (-0.75) (-0.75) (1.94*) (0.75) 

Regressions estimated over 251 days between 8/1/1998 and 7/30/1999. R, is the 

daily return to firm j while R^, and R; are the CRSP value weighted and industry 

returns respectively for day t. Weights for the weighted portfolio equal the inverse of 

the estimated covariance matrix estimated from individual OLS regressions. *, **, 

*** indicate significance at the 0.10, 0.05, and 0.01 levels respectively. 



TABLE 9 - Continued 
Parameter Estimates of the Information Periods of Restating 

Firms Announcing an Investigation into IPR&D (D3) 
4 

Rj =Yo 
s=\ 

Panel B: 25 Firms with D3 announcements and uncontaminated D4 announcements 

Yo Y3 Y4 2]Y=0 all Y=0 

Pooled OLS 0.0000 -0.0081 -0.0163 X'=7.13 

6025 Observations (0.02) (-1.25) (-2.52)** 

Weighted Portfolio 0.0002 -0.0042 -0.0029 1=0-59 X'=0.61 

25 firms (0.28) (-0.65) (-0.44) 

FGLS 0.0002 0.0007 0.0019 X'=0.03 X'=0.03 

25 fmns (0.33) (0.15) (0.08) 

Individual OLS (N=25) Ho Rejected (p<0.10) 

Firms + and significant 0 4 2 8 9 

Firms - and significant 0 2 4 

% Finns Negative 44.0% 48.0% 60.0% 56.0% 

z- statistic (-0.60) (-0.50) (2.50)** (1,50) 

SUR (N=25) Ho Rejected (p<0.10) 

Finns + and significant 0 5 2 8 11 

Firms - and significant 0 4 5 

% Firms Negative 52.0% 48.0% 52.0% 52.0% 

z- statistic (0.20) (-0.20) (0.20) (0.20) 

Regressions estimated over 251 days between 8/1/1998 and 7/30/1999. Rj is the daily 

return to firm j while and R, are the CRSP value weighted and industry returns 

respectively for day t. Weights for the weighted portfolio equal the inverse of the 

estimated covariance matrix estimated from individual OLS regressions, *, **, *** 

indicate siffnificance at the 0,10. 0.05. and 0.01 levels resnectivelv. 
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